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Abstract

The Secondary 'Education _Review Project's recommendations that °Aerials educational
system be reduced by pne year is similar to recommendations - that have been made on

numerous occasions during the past thirty years. This study attempted to assess the
quality of 'preparation for university of Ontario's thirteen--yealkeducational system.

The.specific Purpose Of the study was to compare the first -year university achievement

of students from Ontario's Grade 13 with students from the -Mai matriculation year or
equivalent of other Canadian provinces. .1.Iniversity-edmission pro-Cedures were also
studied to determine to what extent special requirements or adjustments were made for
stude,ts who cOmpfeted their secondary school education in different provinces: In ,

addition, the study examined the university achievement of the "better""students, and

the adjustment problems of all students in the first and second years of university.

The age of students at entry to university and differences in provincial curricula were
also analysed to explain possible differences in achievement.

e

cfr

Four- Ontario universities and two out-of-provincp universities that enrolled a signifi-
cant number of students from Ontario were selected for study, First-year'marks in the

9cultiesofarts,dscience, commerce, and engineering were used in the analysis. When
it was found that students coming front other provinces to Ontario-unversities tended to

;have higher matriculation marks than Ontario st dents4,4n adjustment was made to the.
data to-take into Account these differences!'

.
The major findings weie as follows: 1-)

"11. Vhere secondary school marks were either specified or implied as admission require-, . .

mentsvOntario students were typicOly 'al lbwed. to gain entry into Ontario univer-

sities with the'lowest marks of all students. They were followed by studehts from
.

Quebec, Western Cariada, and Atlantic Canada,

2. In the Quebec university studied admission requirements .to the arts, science: and

commerce programs equate Ontario Grade 13 grlduates with Year 2 CEGEP graduates and

require-stude ts from other provinces to take a qualifying year.
1

In comparison' with students f'rom 'pother provinces, Ontario students in Ontario

universities tend to receive higher,marks jn engineering and do as well or betten
in arts, science,,and.commerce, . -

4. The students who achieved the highest came_ in similar proportions from Western

Canada, Ontario, Quebec, and Atlantic Canada.

"It
5. Students from ,outside Ontario were slightly More likely to seek academic and

personal counsellingihan were Ontario students, but Ontario students who came from

more than 240 km away were overrepresented in al,l areas of counsellin (academic,

vocational, and personal). Thp differences were_nkstatistiCally ificant and

were based on the information received from one university.
,

Q. Ontario students tendto e r university at a later age than students from all

other provinces exc ept.Q ebec. More yodng people in the eighteen-to-twenty-four=

year age_group are in schobl in Ontario than'in anyother,peovince.

I
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,

-Difrerences in provincial curricula in mathematics and Englfili were not consider
\ .

Areat en6ugh to explain the ,differences in first-year-'university marks of students-
,

y province.

--\
8: There are pronounced differences in thekstructure of .the provincial educational

systems from Kindergarten to the 'completion of a first university degree. These

provincial variations *would not be substantially reduced by the removal 4f

Ontario'S Grade 13.

k
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I. Introduction

A comprehensive review 'program (Secondary Education Review ProjeCtri's currently

underway to consider the future design of secondary education in Ontario. One of

-the important issues being considered is whether ,there should be twelve or thirteen

years in the, elementary and secondary school system: Politically contentious at

this time, the possible abolishment of Grade 13, as it presently exists, is a

crucial issue in Ontario education with far-reaChing implications. It is

essential, therefore, that a'detailedanalYsis of the impact of Grade 13 en Ontario

education bepvailable so that informed discussion and decision-makirkr can take-

' place. It 4S, she purpose of this study.to provide some reliable information from

which decisions gardind secondary school programming, and.partieularly the futures

Grade.13, can b made.

.

In its simplest for this',study, is concerned with the quality of,the university

prepaation of Ontarto s-Grade 13 students in comparison with that of students from

Grade 12 or its equiva ent in other provinces. Factors such as student age at.

'university entry and the characteri3tig of provincial curricula and school organ-.

izatiops were examined to rovide' context for the comparisons.

A. .The Case for and Agains. Grade 13

-Arguments in favour of Glad: 13 have over the yeas focused on its value as a

preparatory bridge to univers ty. Proponents of Grade 13 have argued both sides of .

the academic issue, claiming hat Grade 13 can provide academic breadth or depth.

It has been, recommended as an exploratory year in which students can consider the

broad\exPanse of human knowledge or, alternatively, as,a year fof students to

concentrate on a few subj<is. Interestingly enough, both views have beenadvanceti

towards'the same goal; that is, that Grade 13 fosters high achieving university

students.

Economic arguments.re_ also put forward on bebalf students. If Grade 13, is .I. -

equated to a first of university, it provides an additionSryear of tuition-
.

free schooling to Ontario students, usually accompanied by the extra savings, that

result frOm a student's remaining at home and avoiding'away-from-home university

expense . Many students who do'not go on to university do stay to finish Grade 13,E

thus pr viding themselves with better credentials for the work force than they

would possess if a Grade 13 program were not completed.

Finally, it is argued that a thirteen-year system gives students an extra ye r to

develop social maturity and stability before entering uniykersity or the work f rce.

-

°neve Oe more-important criticisms of Grade 13 is that it.places On 'o students

at a disadvantage in comparison with students from most other provinces, especially

,since, it takes Ontai"-io students one year'longer to complete secondary school. As

well,'when applying to out-:of-province universities, Grade 13 students are not
are i

necessarily perceived as superior candidates. The universities in each province

set admission policies to accommodate their own population of students. Thus,



... _

.
-Traditional arguments for retaining dr abolishing Grade %13. Section III then

a;

,,. - outlines the basic design of the study. .

O

each province's universities' have their own unique perspective when reviewing

candidates.

1

n fact, a review of university admission- standards outside -of

Ontario shows that students who have spent the extr01 year in Grade 13 are seldom

rewarded with advance university,entrance standing' At the same time, in terms
,

of the admission standards of most Ontario universities, out-9f-province Grade 12

graduates are perceived to be on a par with Grade 13 graduates:

B, Organization of the Report

The`next section of this report is concerned with a historiCal review of Grade 13;

it examines why'Grade 13 was instituted, shows that the current controversy is not

the first time that the Grade 13 issue has beep faced, and raises some of the

.,

The study's findings are presented in section IV. First, some characteristics ,of

the ten provincial educational systems are presented, along with university-

admission requirements. Seconr'first-year marks of students in fourOntario and

'two other Canadian universities are compared by program and by origin of student.

The admission.procedures of these six universities Are then reviewed' to determine

whether Grade 13 graduates are treated differently from high school graduates frotn

other provinces. This is followed by. special analysis of the "better" students.

In the foUrth subsection the social and emotional adjustment of students at one

university are considered by region of residence. The last two subsections are

concerned with two 'factors that may be 'related to differences. in university,

achievement: age at university entry and differences in provincial curricula.

Section V of this report summarizes the findings and' makes some tentative

conclusions.

'v.

1"
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II. Grade 13 in Historical' Perspective

*-
Unlike the secondary school system in other Canadian provincies, especially the) - '41'
English- speaking ones which typically offer a secondary school" program ending with

4Grades12', Ontario has a five -year' high school pr4em terminating with Grade 13: i:
This i% the more remarkable since, as mentioned previously, Ontario universities

. ,
accept out-oT7province Grade 12 graduates or their equivalent- -one sear of College

li.- .

d'enseignehents generale et professional (CEGEP) after Secondary V or Grade 11 in
.the case of Quebec--into their undergraduate

programs without the requirement of an
I

0additional year of preparation to compensate for the lack of a Grade:13 Secondary

School Honour Graduation Diploma (SSHGD). It is hot suprising, then, that critics

of Grade 13 argue for the elimination of the fifth year,' of high school and the

compression of Ontario's five -year system into four years, since it appears to
ogi

make
no real difference for university-admission, purposes. The .6ersistence of the.
five-year high school system in Ontario is conspicuous since lithin the last ten
years other jurisdictions _(British GoluMbia and New Brunswick) have abolished ,the

Nextra year compressed their former five-year high school system into four years.

4

Although the issue of compression to a four-year high school system has been raised.
. *

.from time to time in the last two decades and, indeed, has been resurrected in the
1980s, it is interesting, to note that Grade 13 itself originally represented*
Compression from the system that immediately preceded it. Although it 'seems that
Grade 13 has been'with us forever,it was not coeval with the creatioa-of the

\

educational system. Rather, it was the product Of what has been called "gbiet'
.evolution".

1
An understanding, of this evolution helps to illuminate the current

debate.
'

. ' 7

*
.

.

pits present form Grade 13 can be traced to 1921, when Upper School, which was
then a two-year program, was reduced to a single year2 (at the suggestion of the
COmmi tee for Financing UniVersiq' Education)

_

chiefly to encourage students. who

were not planning to go on to Ioniversi*,,to- complete high school. Prioi- to 1921,
,..high school comprised the three phases of Lower, Middle, *nd Upper School, each of,.....- ---

which' was two years in length'. 'Thus, a full high school program-required .?ix
years. But with the 1921 innovation the high school system was transformed into

the five-year system that has continued to this day. Therefore, contrary to the
widely held view, Grade 13, at its inception, did not constitute thaddi 'ot of an

extra year to an'extant four-year high school program. . , , .

In the early years. after Confederation high school comprised fourforms, divided
between Lower School (Forms 1-2) and .Upper School (Forms 3 -4).' Students were
required to pass the "intermediate" exams in order to beigdmitted to Upper School.

Junior Matriculation was at the end of ForL3 (the first year of Upper School) and

Senior Matriculation was at the end of Form 4 (the second year of Upper School).

Junior matriculants were able VI gain admission to 611e,first year of university and

senior matriculants to the second year of university. In this phase of its history
Ontario had both `a three-year high school program (preparatory towards four years-.

of university) and a four-year high school program (preparatory towards a three-'
year degree).3

r



The evolution of the secondary school system, In the past as in the

present, has been closely intertwined with developments at the university level.

In the last decade of the nineteenth century Ontario universities had developed

the honours B.A. program, and Junior Matriculation'-with honours was required

in some subjects for admission to this honours degree program. During this period

the,Junior Matriculation was split into two parts: part I (fo which there was

one exam) and part II (for which both honours and pass papers were set Z. Both

parts I and II were to be written at different times, and this gave rise to the

Middle School (to'which Pare I was assigned). Part II and Senior Matriculation

were assigned to the Upper School. .Thus, by 1913 Ontario's high school system had

evolved into a three-tier system Lower, Middle, and Opper School, each two years

in'length
.4

The five-year high .school that materialized after 1921 appeared to have been

generally accepted by the public and educators at both the secondary and tertiary

levels. Throughout the 1920s ario universities continued to admit both junior

and s or matricul he first and second years Of university- respectively.

But, in 1930, the University of Toronto decided that it would no longer offer the

first year of the four-year B.A., which up to that time paralleled the Upper School

course. This change in policy reinforced"the role of Grade 13 as a university

preparatory year.
5

Thus, the University of Toronto B.A. became a three-year

general B.A. or `a four-yeir honours B.A: after Senior Matriculation. Other Ontario

universities followed this practice, and by the mid-fifties graduation from Grade

13 was typically the general requirement for admission to universities within the

province.
6 \ (

that

Despite the formalization of the thirqen-year school system in 19 , it was still

regarded by many as unreasonable to expect every pupil to take at long between

entrance to Grade rand graduation from Grade 13. Thus, in numerous schools the

brighter 'students were encouraged to skip at least one grade, particularly in the

primary school : practice that had become quite widespread in the larger school

systems by the end of .the fifties. ,However, as Fleming reminds us, at the

secondary school level, students.were permitted to cover the oprogram in less than

five years only 'in unusual circumstances.
7

At the present time, with the credit

system and the development of semestered schools, the completion of secondary
. .

school programs in less; than five years'has becoMe more prevalent, but the per-
,

centage of graduates who'do so does, snot likely exceed 20 per cent.
8

During the 1950s and 1960s the issue of compressing- the five-year high school

system in Ontario to a four-year syst4m was' revived. The Hope Commission proposed

to restructure the educationl system to include six elementary grades., four

secondary/grades, and three years of junior college; the 'Second year of junior

college was equated with rade 13 and the third year with first-year universi4.9_,./
..,

One of the study groups of f the Ontario Conference on Education in 1961 observed

that other provinces and countries had only four years of high school and suggested

that Grade 13 be abolished and the years preceding it t ngthened.
10

In the same

leyear acommittee of the University Matriculation Board chaired by President G. E.

Hall of the aniversity of Western Ontario and composed of several representatives

from the university community, 'urged that much more work be given in Grades 9, 10,

13



and 11 so that the existing thirteen-year program could be covered in twelve years.

The implication was that a great deal of time was wasted in the junior grades. The
'committee suggested that a uniform external-examination system would 'establish ',

Grade 12 as the effective end of secondary education, with Grade 13 becoming a

superiol year of pre-university education and with students studying only four
subjects in great depth. 11

Similarly,'in 1963, the Ontario Educational Association passed a resolution at its
annual convention calling for a reduction in t length of the school program from
thirteen years to twelve. The change was to be e fected by eliminating one year at
the elementary level. The rationale was that a considerable proportion of pupils
managed to cover the program in seven years,,and it appeared quite feasiWe to make

the necessary modifications to enable the majmrity to follow the same pattern:12

As a result of the.activities and recommendlltions of these various interest groups
.in education during the early sixties; the Ministry of Education established ip
T964,. the Grade 13 Study Committee, comprised of representatives of the Department
of Education, the schools, the universities, and the school boards, to examine the
issues relating to secondary education. One of several recommendations made'by

this committee was that secondary school should Conclude at the end of Grade 12. A
matriculation or pre-bniversity year was also to be established beginning in 1966,

in which students admitted to the program would study not more than four subjects,

two at the general and two at the advanced level. However, the proposal for the
establishment of the matriculation year was abandoned due to the opposition of
university officials to the idea of courses being offered at twb different levels.,
Instead, university-admission requirements were reduced from nine Grade 13 courses
or papers to seven.

pDespite the compromise, the issue of reducing the length of the .secondary school
program did not evaporate. Hope was renewed in 1967 when the senate of the
University of Toronto passed a resolution, which was communicated to the Ontario

Department of Education, stating that "the University of Toronto is generally
favourable to the idea of a twelve gradAchool system, provided that the level of

preparedness reached at the end of the new twelfth grade be equal to that presently

reached at the end of the thirteenth grade. The University would further urge that

as much compressing as possible take place in the lower grades and that there be no
reduction in the number of years spent in secondary schools." 13 Implicit support
for the Univehity of Toronto position came over a year later, in June 1968, when

the Minister of Education., William Davis, stated in the legislative assembly that
it was not a quest* Of dropping a grade but of restructuring the entire system.

Somewhat cryptically., he commente that between 40 and 45 per cent of all students

actually.complekted the thirteen-year program in twelve years. 14
The Hall-Dennis

Report of'1968 also recommended that Grade 13 be absorbed into a Kindergarden to
Grade 12 system. But, in spite of pressure from all these sources, no official
move was made.15
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It is evident from the foregoing that there was a general consensus throughout the

1960s,_ despite some differences in the .proposals ko shorten the thirteen-year

Program by the various groups within the educational community, that the work

covered in the thirteen-year'school stem could be done in twelve years. The---
issue remained dbrmant throughout the 1970s, but has been resuscitated in the 1980s

.with the initiation of 'the Secondary Education .Review Project (SERP) by the

Ministry. But unlike the earlier decadei when the OSSTF supported imp4icitly the

various proposals for compression, that support can no longer be taken fdr granted /

in this el'asof declinin secondary School,enrolment, redundant staff, and a surplus

irof teachers graduating f om the facilities of education., It, is also debatable.
- .

whether the universities will be as supportive of maintaining Grade 13, in view-of

the 'university of Toronto's contemplated move to place Agitations on certain Grade

13 courses' for the purpose of admission to its first-year programs.

1.
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III.:Reseatch Design

The main purpose of this study is to compare the first -year-university 4tchiAement

of'ituderits who have completed Grade 13 in'Ontario withstudentswho have completed

Grade, 12 oh ifs, equivalent in, other provinces. One of the difficulties of the

design -was to identify a setting in which these comparisons could be made. The

ideal, setting would have had three characteristics.: students who were equally;

representative of'the various socio-economic categories, a lth-ge number of students

from1eact_ptoyince....enrolled in tlach_pnwtamand no adjustments or_accommodations

on the part of the'universities to taK into account differences in 'the educational

preparation of students from each province. Unfortunately, these 4tptimum

conditions were nbt -present, and, pas a result', the research design entailed a

series of compromises.

/

Four Ontario universities were selected for study. Each of the four enrol a

relatively large number of out-of-paiince.students. Two universities froehearby

provfiices were also chosen in order to assess the preparation of Ontario students

for study outside the province. This analysis was designed in crier to estimate

'1 the adjustment difficulties faced by students from other provinces in Ontario

uniVereities, as well as that faced by Ontario students in out-of-province

settings. An attempt was also made to develop a backdrop against which achievement

comparisons could be made by analysing such factors as- provincial curricula and

organization. The research design consisted of 'seven parts:

A an analysis' of the structure of the provincial education systems and their

university-admission procedures; -

an analysis of student achievement in first-year-university progranis in -six

universities by origin of istudent;

an in-depth analysis of admi$sion and accommodation procedures in the six

Universities;

an analysis of first year-university average-mark distributions;

an analysis of the social and emotional aditistment problems of fii.st-

year-university students in one university;

a determination of the effects of student age at university entrance on

achievement and on the educational system as a whole; and

an assessment of secondary school curricula in English and mathematics by
_A...,

province.

Details on the data sources and research procedures used in the study are presented

within the
*
following subsections.

17



The Structure of'Cducation inCar;ada

This part f the stody was concerned with the similarities and differences in'the

structure of education from province to province and with admissionl,procedures to,,

the var3/ous provincial universities. Any differences found might help explain

differe ces in student achievement at university The characteristics of -the

,;variOu provincial school system's were obtained mainly-from:the Statistic's d'inada

publi ation Education in Canada, 1980, the materials Prepared for the Organization f

cohamic__Cooperation and-Development review --of cdueat4onal-polin-Canade-tn'

197 , and university calendars. Th4 analysis of admission procedures by ,province

ddraws heavily on a study conducted by Edward Sheffield.1

' alb

/University Cage Studies

This section contains two' main components: accommodation procedures and first

year- university, achievement. Admission proclbures were analysed in order to

determine whether the six universities made special adjustments to take into

account differences in the preparation of studeAs 'resulting from where they

completed secondary school. University calendars and related materials were

collected from each of the six universities. Information regarding admission

procedures was taken from these sources and then elaborated on through interviews

with admissions officers. The following were questions directed to the admissions

officers! What differences exist in secondary school leaving marks of students

coming from Ontario in comparison with stoudents coming from other provinces? What

are,the strengths and weaknesses of students from other provinces.in comparison to

Ontaflo students? Are students from other provinces more or less likely to be

placed in remedial .programs or given advance credits? In two of the universities

there was a sufficient enrolment of students from the United States to study the

.relative performance of American, students.

This "accommodation" information was used to supplement the achievement data where

(appropriate (e.g., to explain why so many students from the Atlantic provinces came

to university with hig nbary school marks) and to obtain the' universities''

,perspective on differences in achieyement associated with a student's home province.

In each of the six universities the average secondary school matriculation marks
2

of incoming students were obtained; where possible, along with their first-year--

university marks. For most of the universities marks were classified by)program'

(usually arts, science, commerce, and engineering). In order to obtain sufficient

numbers of out-of-province students for meaningful analyses, it was decided to

combine some of the p;ovintes into regions as follows: Atlantic Canada, Quebec,

Ontario, and Western Canada.

Two analyses based on different sets of assumptions were conducted. In the first

analysis it was-assumed that the students were equivalent in academic preparation

at entry despite differences in marks, and first-year-university marks were com-

pared withoit making special adjustments. For the second analysis it was necessary

to assume that the assignment of matriculation marks is essentiailly equivalent,from

pm/ince to province (i.e., a 75 per cent in British Columbia is equivalent to a 75

per cent in New Brunswick and a 75 per cent in Obbec). In order to take int()

18
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account differences in incoming. marks, a sample was selected from the Ontario

population representing the same proportion of students in each mark range from the

out-of-province group (i.e., if 4 per cent of the out-of-province students has a

matriculation average of between 81' and 82 per cent, a 4 per cent sample of Ontario

students in that mark range was selected). In order to make the'Ontaria rep-

resentative sample sufficiently large to justify the statistical analysis, the

Oilt.rio sample chosen was two to five, times as large as the out-of-province group,

depending on the size of that group. Means and standard deviations were computed

for--thefilst-yea! yiuupandsimple T-testswere conductedfor-the regjuniff\

provincial comparisons where the number of students in each group warranted this

treatment. The data are presented in tabular form.

Achievement of the "Better" Students

A recent in-house study conducted by an Ontario university suggested that the best

students from other provinces were not as successful as students from Ontario in

achieving high marks. In order to determine wheI this pattern applied to the

universities surveyed in this study, first-year-university mark distributions were

analysed. The proportions of students who receive n average of 80 per cent or

More from each of( the four Canadian regions were mpared. These figures are

presented in tabular form.

,_A
Social and Erptional Adjustment at University

'It has been suggested that younger students from provinces outside(Ontario are more

likely to have difficulties adjusting to university than those who have the extra

year of secondary school provided by Ontario. It.is also possible that differences

in secondary school programs from province to province_m4ght contribute to adjust-

ment problems. This study could not loqk at the phenomenom of university

adjustment'in great detail, but it was possible to obtain student-Aervices' infor-

mation from one university. This information was .classified into three types of

services receivid by students: personal, vocational, and academic counselling.

Students were classified into one of four geographic.categories, and their use of

the student-ser4ices resources was noted. The categories were as follows: from an

area pear the university; from within 240 km of thg'U-niversity; from within the

province but over 240 km from the university; and from other provinces. A chi-

square analysis was applied to the data, and it .is Presented iR tabular form.

Age at Entry to University

is

It was not poss.ible to obtain infprmation regarding student's age on entry to

university from the s4*-case-study.univettities, tecause .this'information kept

in a personal file separate from the marks infor ation. To obtain this information

would have increased the cost and time-nines o the study beyond the value of the

information. 4HOwever, using Statistics Ca ada data, the approximate age at

university entry of students by province was amined in order to determine whether

*there were sig icant d1ffer'nces in the ntry agekof students from prOvince to

province. A relative arge proportion .f Ontario's populatiOn from eighteen to

twenty-four yearsof Dge is post-secondary education. Ontario figures

19'
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were'compared with those,of other provinces as a basis for assessing

students' age at university entry on achieveinent and for estimating

this'age grog") with regard-to attendance at schdol and participati

of work if Grade 13 were discontinued.

P
Secondary School Curriculum

If there 'were differences in achievement in the first year of uni

assumed that they Could be explained in part on the_has.

4 -

he effect of.
he effect dn.

in the world

rsity, it was

-_r
in'eeCondary school

't
therefore, a small-scale study of provi;Ci

'mathematics and English was conducted. Two curriculum Specialists

'predict first-year-ulfiversity achievement by region on the bail-
differences:' In order to makethese predictioos, specific infd

riculum offerings by province was obtained from the Council

Education, Canada. ,When the achievement data. were available,

specialists were asked to interpret the findings in terms of theiri

knowledge of the provincial curricula.

Footnotes

0 .
1. Edward Sheffield, "Student Mobility No Simple Matter" University A fairs, August-

September 1980.

curricula in

ere invited to

of curriculum

ation on cur-

Ministers of

the curriculum

redictions'and

5

2. The term matriculation marks in this study refers to the average mat

students in the last year of pre-university school, whether it was

'Grade 12., or'the first year of atEGEP.

V

.

s obiained by

ade 13,
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-IY. The,Findings

1

The Structure of EducatiQn in Canada
7

5

There is a common impression held, by many Ontarians that the only difference

between' the school, system of Ontario and the rest of Canada:is that the'final year

of ;econdary'school in Ontario is.Grade 13, while in mast other provinces itis

Grade 12. It must be made clear at 'the outset that there are fundamental dif

ferentes in the provincial organizations of education_up to and inrltling_the!

universities. These differences reflect each province's attempts to respond to its

own educational concerns. The suggestion that if ( 'add 13 is dropped Ontario's

educational' system will be similar to those in the roof North America is simply

not, true.

This subsection provides specific .information on the organization, of each

province's educationi system. The university systems are shown to ,be 'directly

related to the secondary school systems from which they'draw their primary clients;

as a result provincial universities must develop' specialized admission procedures

to deal-with students from other provinces. The most common practices io the

United States are also discussed. The analysis includes only two u rsity,

Irograms--engineering end arts. The non university, poSt-seconda y school

edutation programs are not included in the disebssion,,altnough their,,diversity.

from province to province, only adds further evidence of variability. The

university-admission procedures within each provinCe and for students moving from

one province to another are then presented..

Characteristics of Provincial School Systems

s
° k

Figure 1 depicts the'structure of education in the ten Canadian provinces and the
.1,

United States up to the point of completion of a first degree in artO'Or

en ening. Perhaps the most obvious point to be drawn from figure 1 is the fact
. . .

that tudents graduating from high school take a differing number of years to

achieve technically the same goal; that is, students from Ontario and Quebec are

required to complete thirteen yearsof schooling before -they' are.eii9ible for

'university entrance in their province; students froth Newfoundland are required to

complete only eleven years,of school. ; 4,udents from all other provinces are

reguired to complete twelve years Of sch °ling. ' .

Fig e 1 also 'depicts wide variation with regard to the organization within each

cture prior to university. A student from Alberta begins jupio/secondary
1

school ,in Grade 7; in Ontario that student would still be considered to be in

elementary `school., While there is uniformity of structured among Albela, New

Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island, the remaining provinces have gone

their own ways. In'the province of Quebec, for example,, secondary school begins

with Grade 7 (and the graOes are-referred to as Setondary 1, Secondary 2, Secondary

3, etc.) and ends after Grade or Year 11; ,the twelfth and thirteenth years of

- schooling are taken in the CEGEPs. .

s
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In six provinces a Bathelor of Arts degree can be obtained in three years, whild in.
-

four provinces and the United States four years are required. The common pattern'

tor., an engineering degree four .years, but &Once, Edward .ISland, British-,

Columbia, and Quebec are_exceptionsl& -"-r,
0 0

tWhile it is true that the absofption of Grade 13, would give the appearance that

'Ontario had a Structure similar to most other TyrOvinces from Kindergarten to Grade
o

12, certain 'fundamental curriculum and 'organizati'onal differences would still.

remain. A Kindergarten to Grade '12 system in Ontario would also focus attention on

the question of whether three or four years shoUld,be reqdfred fora first degree

in'arts. There is'already some discussiqn'taking place among university-officials

in Ontario about the, ossibility of requiring fbur years for the first arts degree.
I

,o

.University- Admission Requirements

The admission requirements of the provincial universities reflect each, univers4Xy's
.---

perception of the. relative quality of then graduates from each province. This

section examines the mihithum admission Standards fordbpth home-province students
. .. ._

. A.and out-of:pr6ince students. ,

We begin by examining idjustthents made by individual institutjons to accept out -of-

province students to determine where it is to a student's advantageO.o movetut of

the province in order to finish,a degree, a year arlier: Detailed study in this

area has been done by Edward Sheffied of theAntversity of Toronto, and'table llhas,

been adapted from his work_
1

4
...

; ...

h..v \..,
. .

The table is divided into two main- sections to' account for the two' major

bachelor's-degree course patterns available thtoughOut Canadian universities: that

_is,
e 4

is, the Afiree-year or four-year i-equirement
,

t attaining. a general bachelor's

,degree in arts or science. From the table it oan-b;'seefi'that, in the provinces of
-

Newfoundland, Prince Edward Is )pd, New,:Brunsviick, -and 'British. Colpmbia (the

cuniversities cited represent the typical patterns, their yrovinces), students'
. :

.

accepted to the institutions named usqapy finish :.3 bachelor's degreein four,
..*

years. In the second grouping of provincial universitti.es students admitted to

these institutions typically take three years to finish.a bachelor's degree.

The boxes within cells in the table indicate how, in'eachprovince, the provincial

university, of a prominent unive ?sity, sets admission standards for home-province

students. The other cellsell; in the rows, reading from4,10.40t to right, show- what

qualifications from stuqpnts from other provinces ach university treats as

equivalent to its local requirement. For example; 4e University of Manitoba

admits students to a three-year degree program'on th asis of, twelve years-of

schooling (S12).in Map toba. qualifications .frdm d her provinces deemed. to beru--
v

equivalent are eleve ars of schooling plus one year of university (S11 + Ul) in
-.

Newfoundland, eleven years 'of schooling plus the first year of a"CEGEP (311 + C1)
.

in Quebec,"or thirteen years of schooling in
N
Ontario:,

t
; 'ZZ

a

a 11
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, 'Figure 1: Organization of Education
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* An engineerin degrecorequires three years at the University of Prince dwarf 1 Islandand
two years at the University of i3Em4 Brunswick. -

** The ei%gineering degreei earned through a five year co-operative p gram.

-Sources: Statistics Can da, Educatidh in Canada, 1980 and. university calendars.
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Table 1: -Unjyersity-Admission Requirements for Students From

:Within and From Outside of Each of the Ten' Provinces

a
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.
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Zo p
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McGill U.
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Sll
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U. of Toronto
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Sll
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Legend.:, S - Secondary schode. grade
C CEGEP year
U - Uni ersity year

S. 1

. _

If 4.1 - A atudent from the province name4 at
the university nam d at-the left of this row,

ka bachelor's degre in the general'course in
entered university In his/her home province.

,-,

If <-1 - A,student from the province named at
the university named at the left of this row,
a baChelor's degree in the general course in

... entered university in his/her home province.

the top of this column,' 'entering

would require one year moee for
arts or'science than if he/she

the top of this column, entering
would require one year less for
arts or science than if he/she

Sources: Adapted from Edward'Sheffield, "Student Mobility No Simple Matter"
Universit Affairs. August- September 1980.
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It can also be seen that a student can gain Or lose a.year depending on which

university (prOvince) he/she attends. For example, a student graduating from a

Nova Scotia secondary school (S12) would take the same amount of time to complete a'

bachelor of arts degree in five other provinces as he/she would at home, but would

require an extra year of schooling if he/she were to offer his /her, Nova Scotia

qualifications to. universities in Prince Edward Island, 'New Brunswick, British

COlumbia, or Quebec. In his/her own province a Quebec student would qualtfy.for a

general bachelor's degree in 'three years after the second year of a'univeltity

preparatory course in a-tEGEP + C2); in universities in the other. provinces,

with the exception o' Bir6ish Columbia and 41alhousie University in Nova Scotia,

he/she would b admitted to a three-year degree course after the first CEGEP year

(S11 + C1).'

-)

As Sheffilgld concludes, there is no provincial pre-University certificate that is

treated in the same way by. universities in'all provinces. .Nor does any one of the

ten universities listed in .table 1 regard the qualifications of entrants from all
s

provinces as they are regarded iii their home provinces.

.

... Case-Study Universities: Apccommodaticiass and Achievement t
IF;

. 1 a

This',part of the report examines, in some detail, the adjustments made in the six

-,i case-study universities to take into account differences in backgroud preparation

associated with the various -provincial curricula. Those adjustments made to ,

I'
reconcile perceived deficiencies

*
or extra qualifications, among students (e.g.,

.-1"
required remedial courses, advanced #tanding) are particularly examined. It is

quite conceivable thatthese, expliCit and implicit adjustments are sufficient tq

overcome basic differences in preparation and can consequently lead to similtr'leveis
4..

of achievement among students in the first yeje of univer ity. This is considered
ill

as one of the factor'in the comparative analysis'of the fig -year-university achieve-

ment of students trom'the various provinces. Each university is analysed separately

in terms of accommodation procedures and.student achievement; then common pattern's
*

among all of the institutions are noted.
,

University A

Admissions/accommodations. University A offers graduate and undergraduate programs.

in arts, science, commerce, and engineering, among other programs.. 'A thf'ee-year

general B.A., a four-year B.A., and a feur-year B.Sc. are all offered. 'Students in

the four -year. program can take a major, a combination of majors, or an honours

degree in their chosen field's., Although the three-year general,B.ANs offered,'

most students in the arts program take a four-year degree. Tndeed, it'would appear
. e

that the three-yeah program is in the process of being phased out,,as enrolment in

this program has been declining substantially in,recent years.

.
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--. Minimum admission requirements are summarized in table 2.

.students are admitted on a par with high school graduates fro

they receive no advanced standing and no extra credits.

Ontario Grade 13

other provinces:

Table 2: Minimum Admission Requirements by Province/United Statf- University A

6ovince/United States

Ontario

British Columbia,
Alberta, Northwest Terri-
tories, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, New Brunswick
Nova Scotia

Quebec

Prince Edward Island

Newtoyndtand

United States

Minimum Admission Requirements

Grade 13

Grade 12

One year in a CEGEP or Grada.12
from a private school

First-year standing at the
University of Prince Edward
Island (30 semester hours)

'Junior Division at Memorial
University or Grade 12 at
Labrador City Collegiate

Glde 12 plus SAT* scores

*Scholastic Aptitude and Achievement Tests

Applicants must'present an overall average of at least ten percentage points higher

than the minimum passing grade in their educational system. In Quebec, for example,

the passing, grade is 60 per cent; applicants must therefore have a minimum of 70

per cent. Ontario applicants must have a 60 per cent average, as the provincial

passing grade is 50 per cent. yrict rationale behAd this requirement'is not to
account for weaknesses or'strengths, but, rather, to attempt to draw on

theltademically strongest group of students across the country.

Because of the strong academic reputation of this university, it tends to draw

students with higher standing than the minimum levels stated above, and specific

admission requ4ements may vary from year to year. Admission requirements also

-vary slightly according to the course of study to be followed .x, These variations0
are outlined in table 3.

Marks requirements may vary depending on the province of origin, as mentioned

earlier; they may also vary from one faculty to another. Information provided by
the admissions. officer, of University A indicated that the following variations
exist: Engineering students typically enter with an average in the low to mid-

seventies; commerce entrants typically have an average in the low eighties; honours

science students are accepted from the high sixties; and bacheldr of arts students

are accepted from the mid- to high sixties.

.
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The admissions officer' of University A was also asked to comment on Ape relative

performance in first-year university of Ontario and out-of-province students. It

was reported that "in general, out-of-province Grade 12 students tend to have more

problems with mathematics--the Grade 13 students hT0 had a sounder preparation".

First-yeir CEGEP students were perceived as "well-prepared". The admissions

officer, aside from his earlier remarks about mathematics, concluded as follows:

"Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Alberta, and British Columbia students are on a par-

the same calibre of students". The performance of Atlantic Clcadian students was

reported as "spotty". In spite of the fact that some variation was perceived in

the academic ability of incoming students from various regions, University A offers

no remedial courses for poor students, nor does it offer advanced credits for

strong students.

University A accepts students from the United States with Grade 12 standing from

their state of origin plus high scores on the Scholastic Aptitude and Achievement

Tests of the College Entrance Examination Board (SAT tests). A letter of recommen-

dation from the principal of the applicant"s school is also required. Here again,

Univei.sity A looks very closely at the applicant'smarks, Thb admissions officer

reported that while there was some difficulty in equating marks from American

school systems- with those from the Ontario system, University' A expects

"substantially A's" from an American student and that he/she is in the "top 20 per

cent" of the class. SAT scores greater than 500 are expected, because "if they

have less than 500, they tend to get into difficulty" once accepted. This partic-

ular score is achieved by the top 27 per cent in the verbal component of SAT and

the top 41 per cent in the mathematical component of SAT of college-bound seniors

in the United States.

Table 3: Program-Admission Requirements University A

Program

Honours Bachelor of Science

Commerce

Engineering*

Bachelor of Arts

Requirements

Three credits from algebra, calculus,
relations and functions, chemistry,
and physics

Two credits in mathematics (chosen
from calculus, algebra, and relations
and functions) and one credit in English

Three credits in mathematics (relations
and functions, algebra, and calculus);

ah_one credit in chemistry; and one credit
lirin physics

No subject requirements for admission,
although students plannin§ concentrations
in languages, computing and information,
mathematics, or natural sciences should
have prepared themselves in.their
secondary programs for the appropriate
first-year university courses in these
subjects

*

Admission is based on a comprehensive evaluation of the student rather than on the
student's academic record alone; applicants are invited to submit any information
that they feel would be helpful in making admission decisions.
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Academic-Achievement. fable 4Y shows the diStribution of the, matriculation or

final -year "average marks in high school (or equivalent in the case of QAtec) of

students who subsequent completed 'a full year Of university or at least four

university credits in the first year of university after entrance,in the years

1977-79. For all four programs it is, evident that the average matriculation mark

of the' Ontarie student was lower than that of his/her peers from the other regions.

Thus, it is evident from the table that, in the admission of students from'outside

of the Ontario school system tpere is a selection bias that'favours the out-of-

province-student with higher matriculation marls.

:Despite the bias in selection', there. is considerable variation between the groups

of entrants within the program areas. The matriculation marks of the Quebec

entrants in the arts program vary the least and thos4r of Western Canada the most;

those of the Ontario and Atlantic' Canada entrants are in the intermediate range.

In contrast, Ontario entrants'in the science program evince the-most varjetion with
respect to incoming or matriculation marks and Quebec the least; Western and

Atlantic students are in the intermediate ran e. Among commerce entrants, Ontario
,

students show the least variation and Quebec. e most; the students from Atlantic

,Canada and the West are in the intermette range although their numbers are
smaller.

In engineering, as in Science, Quebec students show the least and Ontario students

the most 'variability with respect to matriculation marks. On the whole, table 4

suggestsmthat students from Quebec are the most-homogeneous group of entrants in

arts, science, and engineering, and Ontario the most homogeneous in commerce.

(Entrants from Quebec are English-speaking students who have completed one year of

CEGEP or the Grade 12 graduates of private schools such as Lower Canada, College.)

Table 5 shows the average matriculation marks,
.first-year-university marks, and the

difference or mark-drop by program areas of incoming students: The mark change for

American students is not shown, because their marks could not be translated into

.equivalent percentages due to the variety' of bases used. Some American schools

employed a four-point system, some a six-point, others an eight-point, and still

others a ten-point base for assigning final-year high school averages. However,

while,'comparable matriculation marks are not available, the interviews with the

admissions officer of university A revealed that American students required a

minimum"score of 500 on the verbal and the mathematical Scholastic Aptitude Tests

(SAT).

Table 5 is designed to illustrate the dramatic drop in marks between secondary

school and the first year of university fOr'most students. At- University A this

drop is especially pronounced, particu)arly fOr students from Atlantic Canada. The

drop is least for students from Ontario and Quebec.

1
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Table 4: Matriculation Marks* of Entrants-Uri ty A, 1977, 1978, 1979

Program/Region Mean
Standard.
Deviation

Number.of
Students

Arts

Ontario

Western Canada

Quebec

Atlantic Canada

Science

Ontario

'Western Canada

Quebec

Atlantic Canada

Commerce

Ontario

Western Canada

Quebec

Atlantic Canada

Engineering

Ontario

Western Canada

Quebec

Atlantic Canada

74.83

79.93. .

77.65

82 40

79.43

83.42

80.86

85.16

80.25

84.41

82.16

84.5a

81.22

85.01

82.08

85.54

6.36

7.01

4.67

6.88.

7.06

6.90.

5.02

.c 6.74

4

4.71

5.10

5.30

5.00

6.31

5.95

5.37

5.73

1874

115

13.8.

25

1175

81

. 57

30

468

19

47

7

,848

57

54

9

The term Matriculation marks

obtained by students in the 1

whether it be Grade-13, Grade

in this study refers to the

ast year of pre-university

12,or first year CEGEP.

20 -
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Table 5: Matriculation and First-Year University Averages University A,

1977, 1978, 1979

rogram/Region Matriculaton First Year Difference Number
Marks Average of

Student

Ontario 74.83 6 ...66.65 - 8.18 1874

Western Canada 79.93 60.91 -12.02 115

Quebec 77.65 66.39 -11.26 138

Atlantic Canada 82.80
.q...

68.81 -13.99 25

United States 67.90 40

cience USW

ffffff

Ontario 79.43 68.10 -11.33 1175

Western Canada 83.42 71.94 211.48 81

Quebec 80.86 72.07 - 8.79
5.7

Atlantic Canasta 85.16 68.77 30

United States. 63.82 17

C6Miercg

Ontario
1

80.23 71.51 - 8.72 468

Western Canada 84.41 72.73 -11.68 19

Quebec 82.16 72.55 . - 9'.61 47

Atlantic Canada 84.51 73.97 -10.54

United States 68.00 4

EngineeKinz

Ontaric 81.22 63.39 -17.83 848

Western Canada
,

+85.07 66.34 -18.73 57

Quebe"C' 82.08 69.57 -12.51 54

Atlantic Canada 85.54 65.11 -20.43 9

United States 56.53 - 15

0

I
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Table 6: First-Year-Univertity Marks pf Entrants University A,

1978,- 19,79, 1980

Program/Region

AiLtlig

Ontario

Western Canada

Quebec

Atlantic Canada

United States

ciencp,

Ontrio

Western Canada

Quebec

Atlantic Canada

United States
A

Commerce

Ontario

Western Canada
...,

Quebec

Atlantic Canada

United States

,Yngineering.

Ontario

Western Canada

Quebec

Atlantic Canada

United States

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Number of
St4dents

-66.65

67..91

66.39

68.81

67.90

68.10

8.43

8.82

8.61

7.76

7.76

11.61

1874

115

1 138

/ 25

40

1175

71.94 10.04 81

72.07 9.48 57

' 68.77. 10.61 30

6,3.82 14.07 17

71.51 7.01, 468

72.73 8.04 19

72.55 9.06 47

73.97 6.84 7

68:00 1219 4

63.39 11.31 848

66.34 11.43 57

69.58 10.86 54

65.11 14.42 9

56.53 11.09 15

VV.

32
4

00.
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Table Comparisons by-Region and Program of Unadjusted First Year Marks
P

Universitx A, 1978, 1979, 1980

C.

A

Program/Region, Mean
'Standard Number- Significance
Deviaticn Students of Differenc

Arts . ..

1874 N.S.
115

Ontario ,m0 66.65, 8.43
;Western Canada 67.91

. p ,

8.82

Ontario 66.65
Quebec 66.39

Ontario 66.65. 8.43
Atlantic Canada 68.81 7.76

'Ontario 68.10 11.61
Western Can.ada 71.94 10.04

0

Ontario 68.10 11.61
Quebec '.. 72.4t. 07 9.48

Ontario 68.10 11.61
Atlantic Canada \6$,68: 77, 10.61

Commerce

.Ont,Ario' A.51 . /.01-
Western Canada 72.73 8.04

Ontario 71.51 7.01
Quebec 12.54 9.06

Ontario 71.51 7.01,
Atlantl ada 73.97 6.84

luineerin

1874

138

1874

25

1175

81'

1175

57

1175

30

469

19
o i

469

47

1469

7

N.S.

N.S.

0 .01

.O.oi

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

Ontario

'Western Canada

Ont440
.Quebec

Ontario
Atlantic Canada_

63:39

6d.34

,.6.3.59

69.57

63.39
65.11

11.31

11.43

11.31

.'4 10.86

,11.31

14.42

848

57

848 .

54

-848

9 -

0.10

0.01

.*A simple T-test was used for 1t his statistical analysis.

.
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If we itssume that the students who come toUniversity A are similar to Ontario

students in all respects but for differences associated with the educationa system

from which they came, then we can associate any differences in achievement in the

first year of university with educational background. This'assumption 'is question-

able for a number of reasons but, nevertheless, let us analyse the university

achievement data with that assumption. Table 6 presents first-year marks at

University A by program area and regidnal area of the students. The numbers in

some of these categories are too small for meaningful analysis, and table 7

presents a ptatistical analysis -of_the difference between the means (7-test), of

those group,A with numbers of nineteen-or greater. No significant differerkes were

found in the arts comparisons, although the marks of Atlantic Canadians were

approximately two points -above the average. Both Quebec and Western Canadian

students achieved significantly higher than Ontario students in scieu'e (P<.. 01),

but there was no difference between students from Ontario and Atlantic Canada.

There were no significant differences found in the commerce comparisons. Western

Canadian students achieved slightly higher marks than Ontario students n

engineering, and Quebec students achieved a full six marks higher on average than

Ontario students. Analyses were not done for American students because of small

numbers, but, interestingly, in spite of the high admission 'standards for these

students, they achieved at a lower level than all groups in every area except arts.

(See table 6.)

As indicated, earlier, a selection bias is evident in the admission of out-of-

province students in University A in terms of high school matriculation marks.

Thus, in comparing the average marks of all Ontario students with the upper-
,

echelon, 'dut-of-province entrants in thd four program areas of fig year

university, there is a danger that we are comparing dissimilar groups. We,have

attempted to make the groups more comparable:, for each program) area we havO

randomly selected a group of Ontario entrants (three to four times aslarge as the

out-of-province entrants) with the same matriculation-marks distribution as the

out - of-province entrants. Hence, table 8 prbsenis an "adjusted" marks analysis of

first-year marks, which is based v. the marks of/Ontario and out-of-province

students grouped within equivalent matriculation-marks ranges. The assumption on
4 .

which this analysis is based is that the assignment of marks is done in essentially

the same way from province to province. (We realize that this is also a quyion-

able assumption). '

As table 8, indicates, the average first-year maick of Ontario students in arts is
.

betweed three -and Jour marks higher than the average of the three groups of

out-of-province students and is statistically significant! In science there were

no significant differences found in the Ontario/Quebec and Ontario/Western Canada

comparisons, but Ontario students did achieve significantly higher than students

from Atlantic Canada. In commerce there ere no significant differences found,

Out in engineering a significant difference was found favouring Quebec students

over those from Ontario.

In summary, this adjusted marks analysis shows Ontario students achieving better in

the arts and Quebec students achieving better in engineering.
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Table W.' Comparisons by RegiOn and Program of Adjusted First-,Year Marks*A
. 4

University A, 1978, 1979, 1980

v

_ProgrWRegion Mean

s

Ontario' 71.52 7.48 345
Western Canada 67.91 .8.82 115

Ontari; 69.35 .6.49. . 552 .

QuebeC. %-...66.39 8.61 138
,.i

-°'Ontario , ''' 72.51 7.55 100
Atlantic Canada 68.81 .p. 7.76 25

Sciese
.

Ontario % 78.09 11.97 , 324
Western Canada 71.94 10.04 81

40
Ontario 70.18 10.36 28
Quebec 72.07 9.48 57

. .

Ontario 74..29 10.39 120
ia. Arlantic.Canada 68.77 10.61, 30

. ,

Commerce

75.30 6.47
7,6

Western Canada 72.31 8.0k 19

tart°
Q ebec-

ineerin

Ontario
Western.Canada

Ontario-

Quebec

72.96 '7.19 '. .188
*-72.54 9.06 47

'68.30 11.58 228.
66.34 11.43 57

64.13 11.25 . 216
69.57 10..86 54

Standard *lumber of Significance".
Deviation Students of difference

O

'4%

0.01

0.05

,N:S.

N.S.
6

0.01

N.S.

.

N.S.

N.S.

0%01

a

ta,

*In this adjusted marks analysis, a sample of Ontario students
was drawn from each incoming average mark range (e.g., 86+, 85-86,

4.183-84, etc.) in proportion to the percentage of out-of-picrvince
students faljing in that mark range

i*
A simple T-test was used for this statistical analysis.

r- I
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On the whole, Ontario entrants-=with matriculation averages similar tntout-of-14

province students either do as well as better tt4n the 4latter group in arts,

science and comperce. Qply in engineering does the pattern change, with Ontario

doinIta4 well as or better than-the Wester Cailadfanstudents, but less

well than the"students from Quebec.

4

University B

,Admissions/accomodations. University,B is rich in tradition and counts among its

graduates` many eminent public -figures. Graduate and undergraduate degrees are

Offered in arts, science; and' engineering. ,. ,-

``)
<

f An applicant for addission to either.1Program must have completed high school
--.

graduation at a level satisfactory to University B, with credits acceritablefor
.

admission to a university in the provinte in which the student is completing

his/her secondary education (except folr 'Quebec, PrinCe Edward Island, and
6

.Newfoundland). .As with University A,
.
University Y does not award extra credits or

.0> advanced standing to Ontario Grade 13 students.

Table 9 summarizes the admission requiremeRts for University B,

Table 9.

4

no

Minidum Admission Requirements by Province University B

Province' /

Ontario

Quebec

British Columbia, Alberta,
Saskatchewan, Manitot$
New Brugswi0:, Nova-Scotia,

'Prince Edward Island,
Newfoundland

Minfthum Admission Aequil-ements f.

Grade 13

CEGEPI or the equivalent

Grade 12

First -'year university or e4ivalent

4 d
Specific course requirements for admqsiori to University B are outltned forthe

arts, science, and engineering streams. As might be expected, arts candidates are

-required to demonstratea broad spectrum of courses, perhaps with more emphasis on
r

mathematics and sciences.thlftis often suc4fied in other universities.
0.,J

Course requirements for applicants to science and eng1neeng from specific

provinces are clearly spelled out. The adhissjqns, officer interviewed pointed out

that the very specific requirements from provirice to province is to epsure that all

candidates start on. the same basis. An applicant to science and engineering *from

provinces outside of Ontario must have :standing, therefore, in th9 following

subjects and areas:

fin

=

tit



One course in English or Anglois, or French or franois;

a) for applicants from Ontario, additional courses including relations and

functions, calculus, and two or-three of algebra, physics, and chemistry;

b) for applicants from Quebec, five'courses from CEGEP I in mathematics,

physics, and chemistry, including Physics 101, Chemistry 101, and at

least two courses chosen from Mathematics 101, 102, 105, and 203;

-"c)'.' for applicants from Alberta, four additional :courses including

. Mathematics 30 and two or three of Mathematics 37, Physics 30, and

Chemistry 30;

I

d) for applicants from Nova Scotia, five additional courses includi- ng

*algebra, trigonometry, geometry, and one or two of physics and chemistry;

e) for applicants from other provinces, three additional courses including

mathematics and one or two of physics and chemistry; and

aiwo oth er approved subject (or subjects) to make up thel full requirements

of the appropriate provincial graduation certificate.

Academic Achievement.. Table /10 shows the distribution of the matriculation or

final-year average marks in high schoolland the first xear of a CEGEP, in the case

of Quebec, forall entrants for whom mar s were available (excluding a small number

of mature students) for the years 1976-79. Students from Atlantic_Canada entered
. .

with the highest matriculation standing followed by those -from Western Canada,

Quebee, and Ontario Thus, the rank order of entrants in University B is the sage

as in University A. Like the latter, a selection bias in favour of non-Ontarian
. 1

. t . .with higher matriculation averages is evident in University B.

f t
Table 10: Matriculation Marks* of Entrants University B , 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979

\.,..0

Region
Of Entrants Mean Student Deviation Total Number

I Ontario

Western Canada

__
Quebec

Atlantic Canada

76.52

78.64

76.85

85.91

8.04 0 269

7.25 . 42

ce /
7.28

/
/ 138 .

5763 - 25.

t

*
.

The terfi matriculation marks in thit study refers to the averagemarics obtained by
students in the last year of pre-univerkSity school, whether it be Grade 13,
Grade 1, or the first year of a CEGEP. '

-0.

L
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The data also reveals some variations im the spread or dispersion of the matricu-

lation averages of the incoming groups. Atlantic Canada is the most and Ontario

the least homogeneous gf the four' groups", with Western Canada and Quebec. almost

identical in terms of their standard deviations.

Table 11 shows both the average matriculation and average first -year university

marks,' as Well 'as the corresponding difference or mark-drop for the four groups.

The Quebec students, on average, do the best of thekfour groups in terms of first-

year ,gtademic achievement, followed by Ontario, Atlantic Canada, and Western

Canada. However, the latter' group does relatively better than Atlantic Canada,

which shows the biggest mark-drop of the four. Quebec, on the other hand, shows

the best relative performance followed by Ontario. For the four groups as a whole,

average matriculation marks do not appear to be a very reliable guide for

predicting first-srear academic achievement of entrants to University B.

Table 11: Matriculation and First-Year-University Averages

University B, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979

Region Matriculation First Year
of EntrAn'ts Marks Average Difference

Ontario 76.52

Western Canada 78.64

Quebec 76.85

Atlantic Canada 85.91

66.82 9.70

61.41 -17.23

69.70 . . 7.15

65.58 -0.43

Table 12 ,shows the first-yea average marks and standard deviations for the

incoming students in the common-year program at University S. As a group, the

Quebec students have the best average (almost 70 per cent), followed by Ontario

(nearly 67 per cent) and Atlantic Canada (approximately 66 per cent). Western.

Canada has the lowett average (61 per cent) of the four groups, Combined with the

least variation in the dispersion of individual marks as attested to by its

standard deviation. Atlantic Canada evinces the most variation in marks distri-

bution with Quebec and Ontario in he intermediate range. Of the latter two,

Quebec shows the greater homogeneity in mark distribution.

Table rst-Year-University Marks of Entrants University 8,

1976, 1977, 1978, 1979

Region
Of Entrants First Year Average Standard Deviation Total Number

Ontario 11;6.82 9.52

Western Canada 61.41 8.41

Quebec . 69.70' 8.?5

Atlantic Canada 65.58

269.

42

138

25

28 -

et

41.
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Table 13: CompariSons by Region of Unadjusted First-Year Marks

University 8, 1976, 1977,.1978, 1979

V

Region Mean Standard° Number of Significance*
Deviation Students of Difference

Ontario 66.82 9.52 269
Western Canada 61.41

Ontario
Quebec

66.82

69.70

Ontario =7. 66.82
Attaliii-cCanada 65.58

8.41 42

9.52 ,269

819-5 138

9.52 269
9.81.. 25

--1

.01

.01

N.S

osimple T-test was used for this statistical analysis.
%.

#3.

Tablt 14: Comparisons by Region of Adjusted First-Year Marks*

- University B, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979

Region Mean
Standard
Deviation

Number of Significancl:
Students' of Differenab.

Ontarfb 69.29
Western Canada 61.41

r
Ontario , 67.36
Quebec 69.70

Ontario

Atlantic Canada
73.88
65.58

9.10 126
8.41 42

9.61 138
8.95 138

9.18 50
9.,81 25

.111 this Adjusted marks analysis, a sample of Ontario students'was
drawn from each incoming average mark range (e.g., 86+, 85-86/
83-84, etc.) in proportion to the percentage Of out-of-province

.students falling in that mark range.

**A simple T-test was used for this statistical analysis.
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The list, of differences between the unadSuSted means shown in table 13 indicate

that OnCario ludents \achieved significantly higher than -students from Western,

Canada. However, students from Quebec athiZved significantly higher than Qntario

students. When the data were adjusted to take into account the differences it?

matriculation marks (table' 14), OntarioJs advantage over Western Candda wad

maintained and, as well, a' significant difference was found favouping Ontario over

,Atlantic Canada. Quebec's advantage over Ontario was maintained, but the van

4; difference was less.

7--

University C

Admissions/accommodations. University C is one of the larger Ontario universities`

with a long tradition of solid academic achievement. High school graduation is the

basic admission requirement. Ontario students seeking admission need at least six
.

approved Grade 13 credits with a minimum final average of 60 per cent. Students

from provinces other than Ontario are eligible _for admission on the basis Of Senior

Matriculation with minimum mark requirements varying from province to province.

Table 15 summarizes the minimum admissigr requirements.

The admission marks, differential by province indicates a perception held by'

officials tff University C regarding differences in the quality of university

preparation from province to province. These minimum admission standards are based

on experience and some knowledge of each province's curricula, but they are not

based on extensive statistical analysis.
eg

'ab)e 15. Minimum Admission Requirements by Province/United States -University C

Province/United States Academic Level Academic Standard

Alberta

British Columbia

Manitoba

New Brunswick

Newfoundlkid

S.
Nova Scotia

Prince Edward Is104

Quebec

Saskatchewan

United States

Grade 12

Grade 12

Grade 12

Grade 12

Grade 11 plus one year
at Memorial University

65%

75%

65%

75%

65%

.01

Grade 12, 75%

Grade 12 plus one year 65%
at the University of
Prince Edward Island

Grade 12 ol" the first 65%

year,at a CEGEP

Grade 12 70%

Grade 12 A average Or top
10 15% of class

30

1
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Beyond the basic admission requirements, there was no evidence of special treatment

of students from other provinces in the form of required remedial courses of

advances credits offered.

A ademic Achievement. A full range of matr culatia marks was not available for
s u nts attending ,Vniversity C, but two anal ses of first-year achievement were

feasible. The first of these analyses was based on the first-year marks by program

and region of.those students whb comPleted the school year with no failed courses

(table 16). The second analysis focused on the Proportion of students by program

and region who failed One or more courses or who withdrew before completing the

year (table 17).

. T-tests were applied to the regional comparisons when the number of students was

eighteen or greater. From table 16 it can be seen that the marks by region of
origin of students are remarkably similar from program to program. The onlye
exception is. in science where Ontario students achieved slightly higher than

students from Quebec'. The variable minimum admission mark by province appears to

be having the desired effect of balancing university achievement:-

'

.4416,6101.

The Amber of, students froffi the Atlantic provinces sh6in in table 17 is really too

small for useful analysis, but some of the other findings presented in the table

Are quite relevant. Students from Quebec are slightly more likely to have failed

courses, followed by students from Western Canada and then Ontario., Students from
Western Canada are slightly more likely to withdraw. In the two areas where there

were sufficient students for a' comparison between Ontario and Quebec, Ontario°O
students were more likely to fail in science and Quebec students more likely to
fail in the social .kiences. In these same two program areas, Western Canadian

students were slightly less successful than Ontario students, but'the differences

were quite small. 0

. .* . .

,Over-all, regional differences in,first-year achievement at University C by Source

of students were quite sMall'i- perhaps reflecting the refined admission procedures.
..6.. «

University 0

Admissions /Accommodations. University 0 provrdes considerable flexibility, in its
admission requirements. The individual academic qualifications of applicants are

reviewed, and the applicants may be admitted on that basis either to a."qualifyicng
0

year" or' to, the "first., year". Where.a student is admitted at the qualifying-year

level, a major-degree program is normally four years and an honours-degree progrAm

is normally five years in length. Where a student is admitted at the first-year'

leVl, the degrec.proghm is reduced by one year.
.

To be considered for admission to the first-year level at University 0, an OgitArio
o

student must successfully complete Grade 13. Mipimum admission marks vary

.according to the program applied.to: the minimum, average for arts is 60 per cent,

for engineering 70 per cent, for cqmmerce 72 per,cent, and fot science 60 per cent

withIm average 'in core science and mathematics subjects higher than the overalV
average.
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Table 16: Comparisons by Region and Programs of Unadjusted First -Year, larks

University C, 1977, 1978, 1979

Standard Number of Significance*
Program/Region Mean

Deviation Students of Difference

ARTS

72.2

72.6

72.2

70.3

72.2

74.5

73.3
72.7

73.3

69.8

70.4

71.7

70.4.
4

69.3.

70.4
73.1

.

'64.0
65.8.

64.0
65.1

6:5.

6.2

6.5
6.2

6.5

6.5

9:0
6.3

9.0

8.4

6.6

8.1

'6.6

6.7

6.6

3.8

12.1
11.0

12.1
9.7

.717

12

717

11

717

4

1972
,18

.34

2377
31

2377
, 93

2377
7

low

609'
8

609
18

N.S.

N.S.

,0 .05

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

Ontaiio
Western Canada

Ontario
Quebec

.4,

Ontario
Atlantic C4hada

SCIENCE

Ontario
Western Canada

Ontario
Quebec

SOCIAL SCIENCE

Ontario
Western Canada

Ontario
Quebec

Ontario
Atlantic Canada

ENGINEERING

Ontario
Western Canada

Ontario
Quebec

A simple T-test was used,for Chip statistical analysis.
0
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Table 17: Percentage of Students by Program and Region Who (a) Completed Year 1

'Without Failure, (b) Completed Year 1 With One or More Failures,,(c) Withdrew

University C, 1977, 1978, 1979.

9

.

.

Zr2gLaji-l

Ontario
.

-Quebec

11q.g.i2E.

Canada Atlantic Canada, Western

No

Failures
Ao4i1
FailuresWithdrew

No

Failures

Aog
Failure

No.

Failures

I or'
More
FailuraYfthdrew

' No
Failures

1 or
More

Failur2Yithdrew

A
'"'"rt'

s
717

. 71.6

1972

62.1
,

2377

65.7

.

228
22.8

1048
33.0

1097

30.3

46
6.5

57
5.7

c

157

4.9

146.

4.0

54

'7.6,

21
70.0

34-

'70.8

,

93

57.8

18

94.7

7

23.3

° 9.

118.8

66

41.0

1

5.3

2

6.7

.

5
10.4

-

2

1.2

0

0,

12

75.0

Jo 18

JP, 54.5

.

31

, 60.8

8

80.0

3

18.8

13

.39.4

171

33:3

0

0

1

6.3

.--
2

6.1
,..

3

5.9

2

20

4

4

57.1
.

2

28.6

1.

7

53.8

1

33.3

,

2

28.6

5

-71.4

,4

5

38.5

,

1

33.3
e

'I.

14.3
_

.

1

7.7

1.

33.3

N

%

.5silaw
N
%

Sotial
Sciences

. N

%

Znheer-

N 609

85.9

Totals
WA .440W

N 5675

66.7
,2419

28.4
414
4.8

166

64.3
83

32.2
9

3.5
'69

62.7
33

-30.0

8

7.3
14

46.7
13

43.3

,T.

3

10.0
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Ontario Grade 12'students with minimum average of 70 per cent may be. admitted to

the qualifying-year level. Local (Ontario) high school students may participate in

. the "concurrent udies" prOgram. This program allows students to take some

first-year university-level courses while completing their Grade 13 program. Any

student who has completed Ontario Grade 12 with a minimum average of 70 per cent in

addition to one or more Grade 13 subjects may participate.

Students from Quebec maybe accepted to the first-year or qualifying-year level

depending on their qu.;lifications. Students with a' minimum third-class honours

standing from the first year of a Quebec CEGEP will be considered for admission to

the first-year level. Quebec students applying on the basis'of high schOol studies

will be considered for admission to the qualifying-year level.' In general,

applicants require the Queb4c Secondary V Certificate (Grade 11) with a minimum

averagerof 75 per cent including six, two-unit college-preparatory subjects at the

Secondary V level.

(_.

Students from other provinces may be considered fo Omission to either the

qualifying-year or first-year level, depending on the r academic qualifications.

Generally speaking, applicants must meet tfte requirements for admission to ,a

university in their own province:or country.

The following certificates are recognized as, equivalent to Grade 13 and may'be

accepted to meet admission requirements to the first-year level: Grade 12 (Senior

.Matriculation) from Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Nova

Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Saskatchewan. Ato with Ontario applicants,

minimum, averages vary according to faculty (see above), but no variation in

requirements is applied by region.

The following certificates are recognized as approximately equivalent to the

Ontario Secondary School Graduation Diploma (Grade 12) and may be accepted to meet

admission requirements to the, qualifying-year level of University D:

High School GraduatiO'n (Grade 11)

Junior Matriculation (Grade 11),

High School Graduation (Grade

, ewfoundland;

ova Scotia;

, United States.

so"

The admissions officer of University D' repOrted little discernible difference in

the performance of Ontario Grade 13 students compared to that of students from

other prrbvinces. There was an impression tliat Ontario Grade 13 graduates apd CEGEP

graduates are stronger in mathematics than students from other provinces. In fact,

C students from Atlantic Canada and Western Canada may be required to take Qualifying-

Year courses to make up academic weaknesses. For example, University D often

requires these students to 'take the qualifying-year calculus cOtirso as a sup- '1

plemecta their first-ye4i courses.

Academic achievement. University )b does not draw large numbers of students from
A.

outside'Onttrio. Table-q8 presehts the matriculation marks of the 1978 and 1979

first-year students by,program area ani geographic region. It can be seen that the

numbers of-students in some categories would make comparisons meaningless. In al

cases, out-of-province entrants begin.with higher; average marks than Ontario

entrants.



Table 18: Matriculation Marks* of Entrants University D, 1978, 1979

Program /Region

.

Mean' Standard Number of
Deviation Students

Arts
0111....

Ontario

Western Cknada,'

Quebec

Atlantic Canada

73.37:

. 83.14

4 , . 78.34

82.,50

f

7.54

.15

5.02

8.69 AL

'920

58

, 35

46

Sripnep

Ontario ...

79.40 8.07
...

137

Western Canada 82.70 - 4.06 '' 4

Quebec 82.48 4.99 / 21

Atlantic Canada 88.18 2.33 4

En ineerin

Ontario 78162 7.72 256

Western Canada 86,73 4.87 4,

Quebec °430.97 4.27 9

Atlantic Canada 84.95 9.12 2

* The term Matriculation Marks in this study refers to the average
marks obtained 14 students in. the last year of pre-university
school, whether tt be Grade'13, or the first year of a CEGEP.

^IN
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Table 19: First-Year-University Marks of Entrants University D, 1978, 1979

Prograni/Region
Mean* Standard

Deviation
Number of
Students

Arts

Ontario 6.86 1.65 970

. Western Cianada
,

8.08 1.53 58

Quebec 6.69 1.78 35

Atlantic Canada 6.87 1.98 46

Science

Ontario 7.54 2.27 137
) .

We'stern Canada 7.68 2.06
--.

. 4

Quebec 8.07 1.50 Ill

At tic .Canada 6.08 .59 i . . 4

"'"ssb

Engineer ng

Ontario 7.18 1:91 dk
if 256

Western Canada '6.83 - 2.0ft

Quebec 8.56 2.02

Atlantic Canada. 6.60 2.26 2
10 .0,

,

* A mean was derived by equating A+ wit h 12, A with 11, A- w itn 16,

and so on. The university uses letter grades whicg..are

transformed to numerical' equivalents to comp....dite Amges.

-36 -.
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Table 20: Comparisons by kegion and Program of Unadjusted First -Year Marks

University 0, 1978, 1979

Program/Region Mean* Staridard Number of Significance*t
Deviation r- Students of Difference

Arts

r Ontario 6.86 1.65 970
Western Canada 8.08 1.53 58

Ontario . 6.86 , 1.65 270
Quebec. 6.69 1.78 35

.01

N.S.

Ontario 6.86 1.65 970
98.

.

1 N.S.an'Atlantic Canada 6.87 46 ,'

Science

Ontario
Quebec

7.54

8.07
2.27 137
1.50 21

N.S.

* *

mean was derived by equating A+ with 12, A with 11, A- with
10, and do on The university uses letter grades which are
transformed .to numerical equivalents to compute averages.

t le_

A simple T-te.st was used statistical analysis.

0

3
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Table 21: Comparisons by Region and Program of AdjustedTti"st-Year Mark0'

University D, 1978, 1979 ,s

y,1 0

13.rceram/Regkon

I

Mean**

' Standard

Deviation

Number of
Students

Significance***
of Difference

Arts

8.16

8.08 ,

7.41

6.69

7.76

6.87

8.14
8.07

.1.56

1.53

1.59

1.78

1.78

1.9,8

1.74
1.50

116 '

58

105

35

96

, 42

42,

21

N.S.

0.05

0.01

Ontario
Western Canada

Ontario
Quebec

Ontario
Atlantic Canada

Science

Ontario
Quebec

In this adjusted marks analysis, a sampl of OnVhrio students
was, drawn from each incompg average k range (e.g., 86+, 85-86,
83-84', etc.) in proportion to the percentage of out-of-province
students falling in that mark range.

**
A mean was derived by equating A+ with 12,, A with 11., A- with 10,and se on.
The university uses letter grades which are transformed to numerical
equivalents to compute averages., '

*** A simple T-test was used for this statistical analysis. 4

9
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The first-year university marks that appear in tables 19, 20, and 21 rfresent
computations bated on the numerical equivalents that. the university assigns to

letter grades in order to compute averages (i.e., A+ =12, A 4i, A- =10, B+ =9,L
'and so In). The only significant difference found in the unadjusted ftrst-year

marks was in the case of Western Canadian students achieving higher marks tHan

Ontario students in arts (table 20). When the marks were adjulted to take into
°account differences in matriculation mark , no significant djfference was found

Ibetween Western Canada and Ontario ;tud nts in arts, and Ontario studentsmhad
1 . rsignificantly higher marks thah students from both. Quebec and Atlantic ,Canada

(,Table 21). , '

University E

Admigsions/accommodationi.' University,E is a large educational institution

of Ontario which attracts substantial numbers of out-of-province .students,
.

including Ontarians as well as students from the United States (and overAas).

This university, established in the first-quarter of the nineteenth century, today

offers some sixteen undergraduate degreeg including arts, science,. 'co ce, and
engineering. The regular university program is three years in-leigth (9 edits),

but for students who do not meet the reqDirements for admission to this program,
there is a four-year program (120 credits) which incorporates a'"frethman" or
qualifying year (30 credits). Students may elect to undertake a general or honours

program, both of which are the same in length.

,

Admission is highly selective, and the criteria vary 'according to the academic
,/ r

b - .1 packgrouhd 'of ,applicants. .Quebec studentg who have completed tie'two-year Diploma
ct-

lYfCollegil0 Studies at a CEGEP in that province, with an average:o'f k'least 60, ,,
ler.

-6,-

d.rit',',Jare,considereefor ddmissioti into fall of the regular three-yearAegree.n
.programs.- Onta* students who have completed Grade 13 can-pain admission into the'

. ,.,".p 0-
'`year , Iv

regul.r three year,degree 'programs in arts and commerce. In the'casd of the

latter, Ontario-stuAentt k't..1e. qui re mathematics cpurses at the Grade '13 level in
c!:

relations land- functions ",and i Cult's: '-,ft'one or mare of these are lacking, a
student is required to Makeup the -'add)ljoilaK"eredit or Credits by tiking`the

. .

appropriate freshman credit. Ontarra are'also considered for admission into the
- ',.. a

regular science program, but are repurrea'tor' complete an.additionil semester of
. calculus and physics unless they*Oak;ihkpaigvment tests in these subjects, which

may be written on' campus prior to registrAtionr. ',The admissions officer. reported
.

that Grebe 13 students:we routinely aditted.'on a par wtth two-yearCEGEP students
,- ,. . ,

and that in practide
,

tests are rarely required. ADntariod students, even with
Grade 13 mathematics, like the t-of=P1-ovince (studen s who haye completed
Grade 12 (or first-year univeris!it in New'found'llrd), are required, to take the

freshman year in' science before p oceedind tea engineering. Only tie Quebec

CEGEP students who hold the Diploma 1Pf Cbllegial Studies are permitted to enrol

in a three-year engineering p'rqpram. ,

.

3
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Students with Gradew12 from the other provinces, like their United States counter-

parts, are not admitted into the three-year program unless they have advanced

standing from some other university. They normally take the frelimaft year before

enrolling. in a degree program. In addition to Grade 12 United States students are

retfuiredi to write the College Entrance Examination Board 'tests including the

Scholastic Aptitude'Test (SAT) and three other AChievement Tests. Ia the case of

SAT, United States students must achieve a score of at least 550 on both the verbal

.and mathematical tests. se levels of achievement are typical only of the top

Tifieenth

write the

criteria,

University E were better academic achievers than their Canadian peers.

percentile and top quartile oipnited States college-bound seniors who

verbal and ifiathematical tests respectively. In view of such stringent

it would come as no surprise if the United States students who attended

Table 22
t
outlines the minimum admittance standards required of applicants. The

third column shows to what degree path the students are admitted.

The admissions officer was 'asked to comment on mark,averages for incoming students

from the different regions. However, no diseernibl'e 'difference from one province

to another was repotted.

Table 22: Minimum Admission and Degree-Program Requirements by Province/United

States University E

Province/
United States

Ontario

Quebec

: 4Nova -Scotia,
Prince Edward Island,
New Brunswick, 0

Manitoba,
Saskatchewan,
Alberta,
British Columbia-

Ngwfoundland

lUnited States

Minimum Admission
Requirements

Grade 13
Grade 12 with 80%
average

Two-year CEGEP

Grade 12
, .

Grade 11 plus one full
year of study at
Memorial University

Grade 12

Degree Program

90.credits, 3 years
120 credits, 4 years

90 credits, 3 years

120 credits, 4 years

120 credits, 4 years

'120 credits, 4 years

(

There is slight variation in the marks required for admission by the .different

:faculties: engineering --at least 70 per certt, in science -and mathematics;

commerce; -70 per cent; arts--a consistent 68 per cent to 70 per cent; and

science"-65 per cent.
,
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Table 23: First-Year-University Marks A Entrants University E,.1978, 1979, 1980

Program /Region Mean.
Standard Number of
Deviation( Students

Arts

Ontario

United States*

English CE&Ps

French CEGEPs

2.81

3.13

2.56

-2.62

.69

.62

.75

.
.85

181

371

2079

494
Atlantic Canada* 3.01 .49 22

Western Canada * 3.27 .57 59

Science

2.48 .91 88
Ontario

United States* 2.69 .69 281
English CEGEPs 2.84 .81 968

French CEGEPs

Atlantic Canada* 4r

2.44

2.'64

.85

.89

285

18

,

Western Canada* 2.95 .79 Ait 48

Cammerce

2.69, , .56 33
Ontario

Unfted States* 3.08 ,54 34

English CEGEPs \2.87 .58 '714

French CEGEPs '- 2.63 .68 263

Atlantic Canada* 2.56 .30 5

Western Canada* 2.80 .47 14

Engineering

2.72 .62 104
Ontario*

United States* 2.72 .74 55 r
English CEGEPs 2.78 .79 759
French CEGEPs 2.75 .70 179

Atlantic Canada* 3.27 .46 , 8

Western Canada* 2.88 /.63 65

* Indicates that these,students took the Freshman yedt before etgrting
41. the regular program.

C. A
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Interviews with admissions officers revealed no consensus of opinion regarding,

Grade 13 entrants as opposed to students' from other provinces. No single

`impression was repeated by the five officers interviewed. In short, admissions

officers were unable to offer firm impressions either for or against the success of

Grade 13 students'. They did not seem to stand out from their peers.,as more

socially mature, nor were they perceived as more or less academically motivated.

Academic Achievement Achievement information from University E was supplied in

the form of grade-point averages, with the students classified in terms of province

or country of origin and program taken., Matriculation marks and mark distributions 4'

were ne, made available to us,;, therefore, our achievement analysis was limited,

Table 23 shows the grade-point average of first-year arts, science, commerce,-A

engineeridg students by place of origin for the individual years 1978, 1979, and

1980, as w%11 as the means and standard deviation's aggregated for the years

1978-80.
2

The asterisks indicate the groups of students who were admitted into the

qualifying or freshman year at University E before beginning a regular program., In

the case of the arts program, unlike the Ontario Grade 13 and CEGEP students,

freshman students would have already spent a year on campus. Thus, the academic-

achievement of the\resbman groups may not be strictly ccidparable with Ontario or

Quebec entrants into the regular programs. They are none the less included because

they are comparable among themselves, and because they may be of interest to

educational reformers who advocate a preparatory year within the university itself.

Table 24 shows 'the comparisons by region where numbers

the use of a T-test. As is evident in the aggregated

and comparability arrant

data for 1978-80, Ontario

Grade 13 students who completed the first year of the arts program, on average,

were more successful than the CEGEP students, but less suocessful than the students

who took the freshman program, particularly the students, from Western Canada and

the United States, The average for the Ontario students, though higher than Oat

of both English and French CEGEP students, is lower than that of .their peers from

Western and Eastern Canada and the United States. But whether these differences,

albeit statistically significant, are educationally significant, given the range of

first year arts courses available as-well'as the subjectivity of marks in art?'
subjects as a whole, is debatable. If the data suggest anything, it is that

students go take the freshman year do better, as a group in first-year arts than

Ontario Grade 13 students who entered University E directly from high school or

CEGEP students who took a Diploma of Collegial Studies.

Except for the group of students from the 'French CEGEPs, the average science mark

of Ontario students is lower than the rest and also more variable (table 23). The

United States students as a group were the best achievers and also had the least

variation fn marks, rivalled only by students from Western Canada. The hypothesis

that students do better after taking the freshman year still 'holds, but nett as

convincingly in science as in arts.

10
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Table 24: Comparisons by Region and Program of Unadjusted First-Yearellarks

University E, 1978, 1979, 1980

ti

eso

ProgPam/Eegion Mean*
Standard ,

Deviation

Arts

2.81
2.56

t 2.81
2,62

07,9
0.75

0.69
D.85 f.

Ontario
English CEGEPs

Ontario e
French CEGEPs

Science 7

Ontario 2.48 0.91
Eng %ish CEGEPs 2.84 . 0.81

Ontario 1112 2.48 0.91
French CEGEP1' 2.44 0.85

Commerce

Ontario 2.69 .0.56
English CEGEPs 2.87 0.58

Ontario 2.e9 0.56
French CEdEPs 2.-63 0.68

--
Engineering

' Ontario 2.72 0.62
United States -2.72 0.74

..',-

Ontario 2.72 0.62
English CBGEPs 2.78 0.79

0
Orifario 2.72 0.62
French CEGEPs 2.75 0.70

Ontario 2.72,

'2.88

.0.6240.

Western Canada 0.63wr

* Average based on a grade-point system oaf 1 to 4.

f
IK

tiumber o significance**
Students' of Differency

181
2079

181
494

285

33
263'

. 194 :t

55

759

104
179

, 104

65

** A simple T -test was used for this sta ..J --1

ver7.

- ..6
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--a\The average for the ilntario students in the commerce program is- marginally lower

than that of the English CEGEP students. Of the groups shown, the French CEGEP

to students display the mast variation in mark distribUtion. The marks of the Ontario

students are also ,exceeded, on average, by students from the United States, the

English CEGEPs, and Western Canada (table 23). Again, it would seem that.exposure

to the freshman year isarfactor that contr4butes to higher acAgemic achievement.

Unlike the programs in Arls, science, and commerce, Which Ontario Grade 13 students
. ,

enter directly from high school, in engineering all out-of-province students, that
)

.

is, non-CEGEP gradu4as, are required to take the freshman of qualifying year in
..

science before entering tH-regular -program. What is most striking, apart from the
. -

Average f the Atlantit Cana a students, whose numbers are too small-to have

N.significance, is that the aye e marks in the aggregate for the various groups

vacy only slightly .from one Inother. 4Within the groups .themselves (excluding

Atlantic Canada): Ontario' students show the least variation, followed by Western'

Canada; the English" CEGEP students show the mostv iation.' However, the dif-

ferences the average marks among the groups of students from Ontario, the United

States, the English and French CEGEPs, and Western Canada are not significant.

Given__the heavy emphasis on mathematics, Physics, and cgmistry in engineering,

the absence of major achievement differences is of some consequence: The data

suggest' that a preparatory year at university is perhaps more academically advan-
e

tageous than direct 'entry into the regular program. Compared to Ontario students

in this program, the high 'school graduates of a twelve-year. system save a year
.

by taking the freshAtin or'qualifying year program and also do as well as their

On o s .

A,*
Since

-

niversity Er did not provide us with data on the academic achievement of the

incoming
It

i students, We were unable to compare the academic achievement of the

students in their first -yeat courses on the basis of similar matriculation marks.

University F

dr.

.Admission's/accommodations. University F iS located in a Western Canadian province

and attracts 'sufficient numbers of Ontario students to make .comparisons worth

while.

The admissions policy wed at. University F, is that applicants must have

achieved the same university-admission requirements that they would need in their

home provinces. No variation is reported from this standard.. No adjustments are

made for students from other provinces or from the United States; no advanced

standing is grantbd in any case;' and no tests are given as part of the admission

requirements. 3

The minimum admis;ion requirements are'summarized by province in table 5. Specfic'

requirements ist for fourteen differe4 faculties. These. requir&ents 'are

,designed to erisdre the academic suitabili i of the individual applicant and to

avoid the need for making adjustments for variatillis from one -provihcial, high

school system to,, another.

1
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Table 25: Minimum Admission Requirements by Province/United States

University F

.

-
Province/United States Minimum Admission Requirements-

Manitoba .

Standing in twenty high School credits.

-z

Five of these credits must be at the
.

thir year level in at least four
. diff ent subject areas, with a'minimum

of these at, the 300 (advanced) level.
. ...,

British Columbia, Yukon Territory,
.

New Brunswick
, Completion of Grade 12 with an

..
overall average of C or better

Alberta, Northwest Territories,
Nova Scotia

Completion o Grade 12 with an overall
average 60 er cent or better

, *a

Saskatchewan Compl tion of Grade 12 with an overall
avera e of 65 per cent orr better

"/.
.... .\

Ontario Compl tion of six credits in Ontario
Grade 13 with an overall averagof

. .

60 per cent or better.
. -

Quebec .,
Completion of the first yeai'ofia CEGEP

- with'a satisfactory standing (n6rmally
a grade-point average of 2.0 or better,

. or 60 per cent or bett9r, dependipg on
the marking scheme)

.

Prince Edward Island Grade 12 with a minimum of 60 per cent.

, in a Uriiversity-entrance progrAm

. .

Newfoundland ...,.."

Completion of the first year of Memorial
University Nith satisfactory standing

I

United States Grade 12 with a minimum high scbool
t average of C or better end College

Entrance' Examinattop Board ACT* or.

..
-.

SAT scored are required
.

.

.

*.American College Testing Program

114 4
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Impressions of Ontario. Grade 13 students. were solicited in an interyiew with the

admissions officer of University F. The admissions officer..felt that Grade 13

students had a slight advantage in mathematical skills, especially calculus, and in

chemistry. However, Grade 13 students did not seem to be superior in English. The

fact that Grade 13 students were generally one year oldei.. than the students from

the home province put Vem slightly ahead of students from this province in social

maturation.

Academic achievement" Out -o'f- province enrolments in the programs offered by

University F, other than those from Ontario, were quite low; therefore, the basic

compariisods were confined to students from Ontario and students from the province

in whiCh this university is located. Fro6 tables 26, 27, and,28 it can be seen

.that differences 'in matriculation marks between students fron'Ontario and local°
,

0 students were not great; in fact, the differences were neat' statistically

significant. When a sample of local students was selected to match the Ohtario

students' inoming marks,' the differences were still minor: Ontario students had

slightly

a

higher marks in engineering (table 28).

Alit

s6.

9

.'
Thus, Ontario students moving outsidi their province achieveeas.well as or better

'than local students. ApparAntly, whatever educational preparation was necessary

tb overcome the disadvantages associated with attending secondary schools in this

province was provided in theOntario proram. PerhapOthe extra year in Ontario

facilitated the adjustmept process.
-

, .." , 0

Achievemerlt of the "Better" Students
! -t .- -

°

1 1

An argument has been, made by some -Ontario university officials that the better
, 2

students from Ontario achieve' higher rades and receive, more scholarships 1.0ropor-

, tinnately thap go students other prOvinces. In order to test this hypothesis

first7year-univers4ty mark distributions for,the,four'Ontario universities used'in

this -stWand for .one of the universities.' from another province were examined. A

figureyof 80 percent or above (or its equivAlent in grade-point average) was

chosen to represent the, acadedic, achievement of the "better" students. The

students were classified aceblting to origin, program, and Percentage achieving an

average mark of 80 or grea.er. This information is presented in tables 29, 30, 31,

32, and 33.v

In University-A agreater Proportion of Ontario arts students than of arts students

from elsewhere' achieved average marks of 80 per cent or above. There were no

differences among science students from Ontario, Western Canada, and Quebec, byt,

fewer students from Atlantic Canada received high marks. Ontario and Quebec

students achieved similarly in _commerce, but fewer Western Canadian students.,

achieved superibr marks.. In engineering significantly more: Quebec` students

asigieved hiftMarks than did Ontario students.

p.f ,



Table 26: Matriculation Marks* of Efitrants From Ontarieand a Western Province

J

University F, 1977,'1978, 1979

Program/Region
.

',Arts

Ontario

Western province

1

!Science

Ontario

Western, province

1Commerce
1

Ontario

Western province

Engineering ,

Ontario
1 .

Western province
!

MeaA
Standard
DeviatiOn

Number of
lk' Students

°

0 .

. 72.55 ' 7.27 19

74.32- r 9.02 553
0

73.35 7.37. 45

75.48 9.74 586

..

77.81 8,44 16

4
7S:53 '- :' 9.30 425

70.90 ..

/
9.23 IS

. 75.15
.

9.56 390

...*

The term matriculation marks in this study refers to the average marks
obtained by /students in the last year of pre-university school,
whether it be Grade 13 or Grade 12.

a
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Table 27: Comparisons by Program of Ontario Students and Local Provincial Students

of Unadjusted First-Year-Marks University F,.1977, 1978, 1979 /

Program/Region Mean*

. .
.

Standard Number of Significance**

1 Deviation . Students of Difference

Arts, .

25Ontario' es, 2.65 0.73 .

Western proviLe 2.63"t 0.78 791

i

:D

Science.
,

'

Ontario , . 2.71 0.85 ' 48

Western province 2:84 0.87 ,824

cjaynAlge 7

-A-)Ontario 2.69 0.66 18'

Western province 2.46 0.80 584

Engineer

Ontdtio 2.93 0.88 . - r5

Western province 2.68 0.92' 534

N.S.

N.S.

1

N.S.

N.S.

* *

V

Average bases on a grade-point f 1 to 4.

A simple T-test was useefor statistical analysis.

th

No

- 48
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Table 28: Comparisons by Program of Ontario Students and Cgcal Provfncia) Students
0

bf Adjusted First-Year Marks*- University-F, 1977, 1978, 1979
F`

C

r

Program/Region Mean**
Standard
Deviation

Number of
Students

Significance***
of Difference

Arts

;

2.56

2.46

2.7L

2.85

2.62

2.57

3.18

2.72 -

0.70.

0.80

0.90

0.87

0.70

0.83

'0.65,

'0.93-

17

85

39

irr

15

75 ,

13

65

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

.10
a9

Ontario'

Wester Province

Science

Ontario

Western Province

Commerce

Ontario

Western Province

6

Engineering

Ontario

* *

* * *

.7.

In this adjusted marks analysis, a sample of the students from the
Western province waildtawn from each incoming average mark range
(e.g., 86+,85-864 83-84, etc.)'in,proportion to the percentage
of Ontario stu4nts falling in that mark range.

Average based on a'grdde-point system of 1 to 4.

A s#mple T-test was .used for this statistical analysis.

BO
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Table 29f-sr-Percentage of Students Achieving 80 or AboVe'in First-Year.

'University by Region and Program University A

PA-

Regions

Arts

No. ---%

Science

No.

Commerce

N o

Ontario

Western Canada

Quebec

Atlafitic Canada

9.4 (556)

6.1 (115)

3,6 (138)

b5)

26.5 (330)

26.2 (81)

27.4 (57'S

13.3 (30)

19.9 (146)

14.3 (21)

19.1 (47)

- (1 of 7) '

Engineerin4R

Nb.

11.2 (240)

10.5 (57)

20.4 (54)

(2 of 9)
4,

I

Table 30: Percentage of Students Achieving 80 or Above in Firsy-Year'

University by Region University B
44,

7

Region
Num

Percentage Stud

Ontario 8. ';269

Western 'Canada 0 42

Qfrebec 12.3 138

Atlantic Canada 4 25

.6;

- 50



'Table 31: Percentage of Students Achieving 80 or Above in First-year

University by1Region and Program - University C

1-

Regions
-

'
-----1

Arts.'

Socie1
Sciences

4)
Science

.

.. .

Engineering

% No. % No. % No. % No.

Ontario 2.6 (717)4 \-47 (2377) 25.5 (1972) 11.9 (609)

Western Canada 16.6 (12) 22.7 (.31)' 11.1 (18)_ 0 (8)

Quebec 4.8 -1(21) 8.7 (93) 1'7.7 (34) 5.6 (18)

Atlantic Canada 0 (4)' 0 (7) 0 (2) 0 WI.: .
,..'

0

,

\

Table 32: Percentage of Students Achieving A- or Abovein First-Year

University by Region and Program*- University'D,

C-

d

0

Region. Arts Science

N 0. No.

Ontario .3.6 970 19.7 137
Wegtern.Canada 12.1 58 - _
Quebec 2.9 35 14.3

.
21

Atlantic Canada 8.7 46 _. , _

.0

e-



Students from Quebec were the highest achievers at University B, with Atlantic and

Western' Canadian students at the bottom. Quebec* students
.
mathematics-oriented programs in both universities A and B.

achieved well in

The number of students from Atlantic Canada in University C was too small to be

considered in the analysis. Western Canadian students obtained the greatest

proportion of average marks of 80 or above in the arts and social sciences'

programs, while the figures for Quebec and Ontario students were quite similar.

Ontario students_obtained the greatest proportion of average marks of 80 or ovewin

both science and'engineering.

Table-33:

r

Percentage of Students Achieving a Grade-Point Average of 3.5 or Above

in First-Year University by Re ...ion and Progi.am University F.

REGION

PROGRAM

ARTS SCIENCE COMMERCE ' ENGINEERING

% No.
,
% 'No. % No. % No.

.

Ontar,io 11.8 17 25.6 39 13.3 15 ' 46.2 13

WeAern 15.0 421 25.6 469 15.0, . '327 21.7 286 I.

)

\

In the arts program of University D Students- from Western Canada obtained the

greatest proportion .of 'average larks of p- or above followed by students from

Atlantic Canada Slightly more students proportionately from Ontario than from

Quebec achieved A- or above.. Thus, the data from universities C and D run counter

to the data from universities A and B.

In University F Ontario students achieved approximately the same proportion of high

grade-point averages; 3.5 or above, as did local students in arts, science, and

commerce and a higher proportion in engineering.

Overall, no strong case can be made 'to support the contention that the "better"

'Ontario students achieve proportionatel;rrmore of the high`riarks than the "better"-

students from other provinces.

Social and Emotional Adjustment of Students at University

If a student's age does not appear to Influence his/her academic achievement at

university, he/he still may suffer adjUstment problems at ,university because of

his/her youthfulness. It is also posible that curriculum and counselling

inadequacies in a student's home province may leave him /her. unprepared for the

stress of university life.' Information as obtained regarding students who sought

counselling at University A. In order to determine whether out-of-province

studentsstudents suffered more adjustment problems than students from within the pribvince,

three years of student-services informatiOn for first- and second-year students

were classified into three categories of c6bseliing: vocational counselling was

63
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+ concerned with ipireer issues -; -academic counse ling' was concerned with course
problems, gtudy habits, and so_ orr, and personal counselling was concerned with

emotional problems, sexual and drug-relateck.concerns, and so on. Three class

cations of home residence were _established for the Ontario students: those wTio

lived within 40 km of the Tiversity; those Akno lived more than 40 km away b4t less

than 240 km away; and, to More closely correspond to the out -of- province students,

those who lived more' :than 240 km ,away. This information is summarized in table 34,
along with the proportion, of UOIxersity studentslkin each of these three

C

categories. ^
. eye

7
.

.

Chi-'squares were computed for each of4the thre'e, types of counselling using the
proportions of the total number of first- arid, second-yea'r students in each

home-residence/category. .None of the results were found to be significant at P<.05
or less. Nowever,,the out -of- province students were slightly ,overrepresented in

..,
.

tHe.academic- and personal '.counselling categorie (i.e., based on the proportions

of the population; ther4414' more students than one would expect who had sought
. ,

this type of counsellinkr3!6t1 those. students from the university vicinity were

underrepresented'in ail three
.

counselling categories. in-province students from

. ,

more than 240 km away appeared to 'have the greate3t.' need for all three types of

C.--
.

p.
e.counselling. In anycase the fferances were ndt.pranoulited and lend little

1Z-

support to thepositsion fivouring the gi.iiirigrity o the Ontario school systemvas

prepariation for uniARrsity from a social-matptiort, rpegive.
.

.

Age at Entry to University

/4
'It-has been argued that physical and soOdS1maturity are greater at nineteen than

at eighteen years of age, and the gre'a&r the maturity, the better the quality of
4achievement university. In most provinces students progressing through school

at "normal" rates enter university in their eighteenek year (i.e., their eighteenth

birthday will occur before the end of December of that year). The exceptions to

this pattern are in Onta'rio, Newfoundland, and Quebec. In Newfoundland the most

common practice is for a student'to enter university in his/her seventeenth year.
In Ontario and Quebec ftrst-year-university enrolment most commonly takes place in

a student's nineteenth year. Only in Ontario does-,onPfind a significant number of
students who are younger than the norm for, the province entering_ university;

approximately one-quarter of Ontario students are in their eighteenth year at
university. Since, students from Quebec tare admitted into Ontario universities

after one year at a CEGEP, all out-of-province students who enter Ontario univer-

sities are on an average about three-quarters of a year younger than their Ontario

counterparts.



Table 34:

I.

'
.

.

Referrals to Student Services

Counselling* Uniyersity A

for'Vocational,
r
ATademic, and Personal,

o

.

Out of
Province/
Canada

* IN-PkOVINCE
,

,

TotAl

)

240 km
Away

Less Than
240 km Away

University
Vicinity

>,

44
-1
>
-I
4N

1:310
--I

.-1
r-1
W
w

o
a)

04
>4
El

1-1
W

S
...,

44
m
u
0

4

Number

of total

40 -,

13.8

143

49.3

67

( 23.1

40.
.

13.8

290
.

100

u
...,

0
w

1:1
co
w

Number

7. of total%

64

17.0

.

163

43.2

85

22.5

---- 65

17,2

377

100

71

0
Cl)

1.,
w

Cu?

Ntillber

% of total

I-4

..-..

52

20.4
,

.0,

112

43.9

4

57

22,4

34

13.3

255

100

roportions of Total
irst- /and Second-

,ear Students

14.2 38.6
.

.

26.1 2r.1

,

100 .

11 Chi-square:

'Vocational = 5.,85 3df N.S.

Acadeimic = 2.32 3df N.S.

Personal = 6.34 3df <.10
4

Some counselling sessions involve more than one type of counselling

(e.g., academic and vocational); therefore, a studept may appear

in more than one counselling category.

L.
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Table 35 shows the proportion of students remaining in the formal syste%(including

universities, community colleges, and special provincial educational institutions):f

by province and age. This table shows the high proportion of Ontario's young
people in school in comparison with other provinces. This is attributable in partf

)to three factors: (a) higher proportions of
%
students attend community colleges in

Ontario than in other provinces: -(b) the greater perception held by Ontario
students in comparison with o r provinces that post-secoMdary education is

-II\available to them encourages more o them to remain in school; and (c) in general

it takes Ontario students longer to complete . community college and university
programs than is the case for students from other provinces.

C7-

)The removal of a fifth year from Ontario's sec'secondary school system could have a

dramatic effect on these figures. It will certainly reduce the percentage of

Ontario students who are in school from age 'nineteen on.' While the advantage of,N

more post -secondary educational opportunities in Ontario will remain, the view that

accessibility to post-secondary education would be unlikely will come earlier in
the school careers of low-achieving students. This could'have the effect of

encouraging more students to leave school earlier.

.44.i

In summary, while age does not seem to strongly influence achievement in

university, a change in age at entry to post-secondary educational institutions'

could affect both the enrolments of these institutions and the economy in genera1.4

Table 35. Percentage of Students in School by Age and Province, 1979-80

t ?1St

PROVINCE 17 18 L 19 20 21. 22,

Ontario 78.2 46.5 34.0 25.4 21.0 15.3

British Columbia' 70.7 27.7 17.5 13.2 12.0 9.3

Alberta 59.2 27.9 17.0 14.3 9.5

Saskatchewan 68.2 25.0 17.9 12.7 11.9 8.0

Manitoba 66.2 30.6 20.8 15.9 13.4 9.0

Quebec 30.2 3Q.1 21.7 15.3 11.6

New Brunswick 69.0 35.4 22.9 14.,7 1 7.4

Nova Scotia 69:5 37.8 26.2 19.6 17.0 11.3

Prince Edward ,69.2 '36.2 26.2 17.7 11.3 6.4
Island

Newfoundland 46.1 J. 21.6 12.9 8.0 6.1 3.9

Source: Statistics Canada, Education in Canada, 1980, p. 130.

4



Secondary School Curriculum

It is difficult to determine the effects of differences in secondary school cur-

riculum on university achievement, because the universities themselves have

'developed adaptite mechanisms that make adjustments for these differences. Courses

are offered, at different degrees of complexity, or students are allowed to take a

course at the.university level' that they have- not taken at the secondary school

level These accommodation strategies tend to mask differences irt,. preparation.

NeverthOless:an attempt has been mAde to understand the role played by differences,

in educational curriculum from province to province with respect to university

achievement by focusing on two subjeCt areas--mathematics and English. In this

subsection the secondary .school curriculum content in these two subject areas is

analyse by spro ince in order to understand more fully .the differNences and

ilasimilarities in e ucational alevement presented in the second subsection of this
,,,

*
'4section of the report.

If the Ontario Grade 13 graduates perform better4han "out-of-province stu nts" in

first-year-university mathematics courses, this phenomenon could be related to

their having had more secondary school mathematics of a °type that would be

advantageous in university cqurses, or t+ their greate'rvaturity resulting from

their having had an extra year of mathemati#s at, the secondary school level.

On the basis of an examination of the Content of the secondary school mathematics

curricula and guidelines in different provinces, as well as the first-Steer CEGEP

lbthematics courses, there is no reason to expect Ontario Grad 13 graduates to

haye any advantage over out-of-province students with respect to their performance

in first-year- university mathematics courses. While it is true that the Grade 13

gratluate has studied several mathematical topics not normally covered in the

.secondary school mathematics programs of. other provinces, these topics (generally

" related to the properties and applications of isometr4s)would not,per se-give the

Ontario Grade 13 graduate an advantage.

The usual courses offered in first-year mathematics courses are calculus,-linear

algebra, and computer science. The Calculus program 0 Ontario's Grade 13 is very

sidilar to that offered as optional content or in honours Grade 12 courses in other

provinces, but it is not as extensiveas the first-level calculus course offered to

CEGEP students. At any 'rate,. any differences that may exist between secondary

school calculus cours.gs are usually offset by the tendency of instructors of

firstryear-university calculus to -disregard 'the secondary school calculus back-

ground of their Students.
410

The content of the Ontario Grade 13 lgebra course\isremarkably similar to the

algebra courses available to secondary school students in other provinces. Thus,

there .is no reason to ,expect Ontario Grade 13 graduates to perform better than

out-oof-province,students in first-year linear algebra.

Ontario does offer more computer science courses than are generally, provided by the,

curricula bf other provinces. 'Consequently, one might expect Ontario Grade 13

graduates to perform better than out-of-province students in computer science. One

should note, however, that computer science courses in Ontario are optional and are



GC,

offer:ed mainly in Grades 10, 11, and 12. Only a few Grade 13 computer Science

courses are offered by a few interested' mathematics departments or teachers who

have special approval from the Ministry of Education.

.

-PFrom a vedagpgic04 and social perspective, there is no reason to believe that
expoSing students to an additional year of high school would result in their
performing ,better in university mathematics courses. .Dne might hope that the
additional year of mathematicS' instruction afforded by the Grade 13 courses would

give students a more mature view of mathematics as a whole, and, hence, give them
an advantage in their subsequent mathematical study._ Unfortunately, however',.

teaching high school students for an additional year is unlikef)y to result Sn'their

having an expanded and sophisticated view, of mathematics. In fjft, one might

expect the CEGEP students to perform better in university mathematics courses, not

only because, their mathematics courses are more extensive than the Ontario Grade 13'

courses and the Grade 12 programs of other provinces, buealso because the na e. .

of the instruction in the CEGEP more closely parallels the instructio style

encountered in first-year-university mathematics courses.

It appears that, in all of the provinces represented 'in this study,,, English is ,a

required subject in each senior grade 'or virtually becomes one from choice:

Provincial curriculum goidelines for English in thb senior grades (6rades 10,- 11,
and 12 in most provinces), since 1976, indicate a common pattern: an increased
emphasis on learning outcomes, an indication of time allocations for course ,4 :et

material, an integration of literature and composition, and gramiar instruction
based on student writing difficulties.

. . 4
The assignment load in senior English in all provihces varies widely from course to
course. However, the "critical essay" based on an intensive reading of one work or

the extensive reading of several novels and/or plays seems -to be the main vehicle

of assessment, other than tests and exams. The number (length and type) of essays

required in each course.seems to be left to the discretion pf the instructor and/or

his/her department, As the students advance to their senior year, they,are usually

expected to write more transactional (explanatory) assignments than expressive
(e.g., short stories, poems) ones.

.'

In Ontario the Grade 13 English program has changed from a two-credit (320 minu s

per week of instruction) program ,in the 1960s to a one-credit (00 minutes er-

week) program-in the 1980s. Even, though Ontario gul0;ines reflect the autonomy
that individual school boards have

.
....

in designing curriculum, most school course

outlines are comparable to the
\

departmental (Ministry) literature courses of the
1960s, with the composition emphasis subsumed within the.- literature course.

.04 I Altholigh composition work may receive special attention within the literature
.ap section dealing with the formal and informal essay, grammar is taughl, incidentally.

White most of `the literature courses _require the comparative study of novels and

plays, at least one-third of the time allotted tO these' courses must be sent on
.

writing and language study.
IV

(-*

5-
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The extra year of writing practice obtained by Ontario students should assist them

in those university courses where sustained writing is required. Arts students,
r

simuld benefit most from this extra practite in thepwriting of essays4es well as in

the extensive reading of literature.

As anticipated, there was a tendency for QueNec students tg do as well as or better

than Ontario students in courses involving mathematics, sGch as, engineering. .And,

generally speaking, Ontario students tended to do as weij as or better than,stodents

from other provinces in arts programs. But the differences,were.not great in many

instances, and the patterns were not consistent from university to university.,

Footnotes

1. Edward Sheffield, "Student Mobility No Simple Matter", University Affairs, August-
.

September 1980.

2. Since individual student averages were not available from University E and the data

supplied wererby year, it was necessary to produce standard deviations that represented

three years of combined data. The standard deviations ware computed by employing the,

formula for the variance of two separate sets. of stork and then taking the square root:

s
2_ 2 2 2 2 .

[n -1)s + (n -1)s
1 1 2 2 + mi(X1-X12)

+ n2(X2- X12)
]

s n1 +n2 -1 where X12= R +n R T :
1 2 2

n1 +92. -

3. In an interview with the admissions officer, it wessnoted that remediation courses are

available in English and, mathematics. They are both taken an'. a voliintarx basis
0.

and
0

nod, required on the basis of test results. They are not in any way used to determine

acceptance,or refusal for admission. Mathematics is a non-crelAcourse and English

composition is a half-credit course. 1

') 4



V.. Summary and Conclusions

This section attempts to pull together the somewhat disparate findings of this

report in order to estimate the educational value of Grade 13. The primary focus

is on differences in the first-year- university achievement of students according to,

the province in which their 'secondary school program was completed. The roles of

age at university entry and the curriculum and organization, of the educational

systems in the various provinces in contributing to the achievement differences are,

also briefly considered. Finally, the limitations of this study are discussed and

some tentative conclusions offered.

.

Summary

. _In this summary university-admissions information is combined 41th first-year
achievement data from the six-case-study'universities in order to assess the

quality of the students from Ontario's Grade 13 in a' comparativ,e setting. A
small-scale enalysis of the difficulties of adjusting to university is then

summarized, and the section concludes with the study's findings oh the implication

of differences in age at entry to university and the influence of some provincial

turriculuM differences on preparation for university.

Grade 13 as Preparation for University

In order to determine the importance placed by university officials on differences
in educational preparation by Canadian region, admission procedures in the six

case-study universities (four universities in Ontario, two in other provinces) were
analysed. The following indicators were used to rank the quality A preparation
for university in the four regions: (Western Canada, Ontario,
Quebec, and Eastern Canada):.

the averages of secondary school marks requiredio'r entry;

the actual average of- secondary scpool matriculation mark at entry;

the perceptions of adMis5ions officers;ond

the special considerations given to students by province..

s

Where mark differentials were either specified or implied as admission

requirements, Ontario 'stGents were typically allowed to gain entry to university
with the lowest marks, followed by students from Quebec, Western Canada, and
Atlantic Canada. Where there were clear matriculation-mark differentials by

province at entry to'university, Ontario students were allowed to enter with the

'lowest marks, followed by students from Quebec, Western Canada, and Atlantic Canada

in that order. When admissions off,icers stated that there were differences in the

preparation of students by province, they tended to state that Ontario and Quebec

students were the best prepared (particularly in science and mathematics), followed
Iby students from'Western Canada and Atlantic Canada. In University,E (outside

OntariO) the admission requirements to the arts,,science, and commerce programs

equate Ontario Grade 13 graduates with' second-year CEGEP graduates and require

.)

e-
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students from other provinces to take a qualifyinryear. (This is not true in

engineering S5 In summary, it is clear that more weight is given by our total

sample of universities to graduation froM Grade 1.3 than to graduation from Grade 12
Ao. R

or its equivalent in other provinces.

A.

,Although there is no real reason to believe that the range of marks assigned to

secondary school students varies substantially from pi-ovince to province, first -'

year-universg.y marks were analyses( by 1,Q\rinss,:..Ers-ing unadjusted mks, as well as

-0 dreW samples of Ontario students selected to ,represent proportionately the

secpndary'school mark distributions of out-of-province students. This procedure

Moils into account the typically higher matriculation marks for students from other

provinces. The findings'from the unadjusted marks analysis do not follow a common

pattern. In arts programs Ontario students tend to do as well as or better than

students-from other provinces (except at University 0 where students from Western

Canada achieve the highest marks). In science and engineerin programs Quebec

students tend® to be slightly more successful. No4fferences were found'among

ti

4

0-

students from different regions in the commerce programs.

In the three Ontirio universities from which comparable samples of Ontario

students could be selected, Ontario .students tend to receivcthe highest marks
.

in engineering. Outside of engineering, Ontario s udents achieve as well as or
1

better than students from other provinces: Student from Atlantic Canada typically

rank at the, bottom on all measures, while stu nts from Western Canada show a

variable pattern of achievement from university o liversity. Outside of Ontario,

the Ontario students do at least as well as st deft. from the home province. In

the case of University,E (outside Ontario)studen s from Ontario do as well as

in engineering when both groups start with thestudents from theAtome province
4

equivalent Of Grade 13.

Whey we combine the admissions and achievement analyses, there is enough support

-for the position that, in general, Ontario students with Grade 13 'are better

prepared for university than are students with the equivalent of Grade 12 from

other,provinces. (It \could also be argued that students from the first year of a

e ICEtai ,are as.welA prepared as or better' prepared than Ontario students for science

'and engineering.).Eibwevell'lit Wt.-be noted that the differences in achievement
-14*-

favouring Ontario'were,nat substantial.

' *
'irst-year-university marks distributions were analysed by program'and province of

origin of students to,see if the highest-achieving students were being'drawn in

equal proportions from each of the foUr regions. Again, a simple pattern Was not

discernible, but...there was no real evidence to support the contention that Ontarid

studeri-ErIfre.likely to be overrepresented amok the highest azhieving students.
%.

The achiejement of American students from Grade 12 was examined in two of the'
, .

case-study universities, one in Ontario arid one in agother province. Where

adMission standards'were high andithe students were first-enrolled in a relimipary

Year,(University E), American students did as well as onidoetter than students from .
.

Canadian OovinceS. Where admission standards were somewhat lower for American
.... .

'students '(University A), the students tended to achieve at a lower level than did,

a.
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students 'from Canadian provinces. The better American students were quite
\

.

competitive with university entrants from the Canadi#n provinces.

Adjustment to University

40-
Student-services information from University A was 'analysed to determine whether

students from outside the province were more likely to request counselling
services. If this was the case, then it could be,assumed,that,out-of-province

students were having ':adju.stment" problems associated with their younger age than

Ontario students and/or their lack of academic preparation. First- and second-year.

students from 1978-79, 1979 80, and 1980-81 were classified according to distance
of their home residence from the.university and the type of counselling sought-

academic, vocational, or personal% Students from outside the province were
slightly, overrepresented in the academic- and personal-counselling categories,

but in-province students frob more than 24p km away were overrepresented in all

three'courisellitng catedories:. These differences- were not statistically significant.

If out-of-province students do experience greater adfustmentNlifficulties, it was

not evident from this data.

:Age at Entry to University

'***

.
s

Ontario students do enter university at a later age (about three-quarters of a year

older) than do student3 from all other provinces except Quebec. 'More young people.

.in the eighteen-tortwenty-four-year age group are in school in Ontario than in,any

other province. This is related to the age at entry to university and to Ontario's
ffextensive community college system, which'also drawl heavily from this population.

The removal of Grade 13 would likely reduce substantially the proportion of young

people in the eighteen-to-twenty-four-year age group who, are in school.

Provincial Differences in Secondary School Curriculum

Curriculum' specialists in mathematics and English were invited to analyse the

various provincial curricula it' their Subjects. Based on their analyses, they

attempted to anticipate whether achievement differences would exist in the first
year of university. No reason waS found to expect Ontario students to achieve

better than students from other provinces in mathematics (in fact, the slight

advantage to Quebec students was foreseen). The calculus advantage of Ontario

students was predicted to be "set by the fact that university inAtructors tend to

disregard a background in calcults in the teaching. The extra year of English in

Grade 13 was seen to be advantgageou's n arts programs where essay writing is an

important component.

The analyses of only two subjects definitely limited the power of the keecialists

to predict the success of Ontario students in the first year of univity in
compafiso6 with out-of-province students. 'However, they did anticipate the general

pattern of achievement by, region.
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Conclusions

Limitations of the Study

One of the major difficulties 03 the studj, was that, it was really not possible to

compare equivalent samples of students by province in terms of first-year-

university achievement. Students who choose to take education in another

province are not likely to be similar to those who remain in a province. Although

the achievement of Ontario students in two out-of-province universities was

examined, it was dyficult.to determine the influence on'achievement of attending

university in another province.

The sampleof out-of-Oovince students tended to be quite small when broken.down by

program. In many instances, parIicylarly fOstudents from Atlantic Canada, it was
.

not possible to obtain a sufficient numffer'of.students to make useful comparisons.

This,is true even though two or three (and in one case four) cohorts of first-year

students were included. As a result, it was necessary to group provinces together
Aft

for the analyses and this, ,of course, masked differences among those provinces that

were grouped together (i.e., into Atlantic Canada and Western Canada).

The students 'in the sample from outside the province tended to come to Ontario

universities with higher marks on average than the students from Ontario There

was no reason to believe that the marks did not have approximately the stole value

from province to province; therefore, it was necessary to select Ontario samples

t' drawn to parWel the final secondary school marks' of students from other

provinces We believe, our adjustment procedures are quite valid, but because this

approach restricted our analysis even more to the achievement of students from-the

higher ability ranges, the impact' of secondary school preparation on university

achievement became problematic. As well, the academic achievement of high-ability

students tends to be less influenced by school organization and curriculum. 1

The quality of the data used in this study was not always of the highest order:

Averages, were computed in diftei/ent ways; students left before!, completing a year; °

alb in some casesginformation was recorded erroneously. Although we did our best

to standardize the data, it was not always possible.
4

Concluding Statements

It is important to understand that the various provincial educational systems, up

to and including the provincial universities, 'e quite dissimilar. The suggestion

that the removal of Grade 13 fro) the Ontado system substantially increases the

similarities between Ontario and the other provinces is not valid. There are as

many post-secondary school organizational differences as there are pre-university

organizational differences from province to province. However, it is safe to say

that Ontario students tend to be older at entry to and completion of university

than students fftm other provinces.

/f
The data analysed in this study enable us to show some advantage for Ontario

Grade 13 graduates in comparison .to Grade 12 graduates or their equiValent from

other °provinces in terms of first year-university achievement. Certainly the

differences, are not great, and the d cision to remove Grade 13 would probably be
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best made on political and economic grounds rather than educational grounds.
,,It does appear that there may be some advantages associated with the Quebec system

of education, which should be explored further.

The removal of Grade 13 could have widespread economic and social implications for
Ontario. Major changes to the system of School organization and the curriculum
Arucitre now'in place should be considered very carefully before implementation

ith respect to their potential effects on (a) the patterns of school With awal ofM.

students;.eb) pos1:6econdary enrolments by age; (c) the supply and demand o rained
workers; and 'Tay'' the ielationship of school to the needs of the economy. The
quality and structure of the educational experience for our young people should not
be determined independently the larger needs of our society.

Footnote

.
1. A good discuss ion of this issue appears in L.C. Comber and J.P. Keeves, Science Education

in Nineteen Countries (Sweden: Halstead Press, 1973),.pp. 173-77. See also T. Husen
(ed.), International Study of Achievement in Mathematics: A Comparison of Twelve
Countries (New York: John Wiley & Stins, 1967); and T.N. Posttethwaite,- School Organ-
izat ion and Student Achievement (Stockholm: Almquist and Wiksell, 1967).
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